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Abstract 

Despite growing pressure for organizations to implement more science-based solutions 

into practice, efforts to successfully achieve this task have been known to fail due to the tensions 

that exist between science and application. While there has been a great push in the 

implementation science, translational science, evidence-based practice, and human factors 

literature, a void still remains regarding a framework that details the necessary requirements for 

bridging this known gap. In order to fill this void, I propose The IMPActS Framework, which is 

founded on the existing literature but acts as a new frame of reference for those trying to 

translate science into implementations. IMPActS proposes a new standard of what it means to 

make organizational “impact”, which is now defined as science-based solutions that maintain the 

maximum appropriate levels of scientific integrity while also being implementable and 

sustainable in real world practice. IMPActS also acts as an acronym for the five necessary factors 

each necessary but only jointly sufficient in making this successful definition of impact. These 

factors are Ideas, Model alignment, Pragmatics, Actors, and Sustainment, and can be thought of 

as the barriers to making impact that need to be overcome.   

In this paper, I will describe the IMPActS Framework in more detail and through the lens 

of three clinical cases, all of which deal with implementing clinical alarm interventions over the 

last 30 years. The purpose of introducing this framework and comparing it against real-world 

case studies is to highlight the barriers to making successful impact in hopes that the pathways to 

successful impact will become more salient, navigable, and tangible for all of those involved. 

Solution designers should use IMPActS as a means of assessing where to invest their future 

resources and efforts in order to overcome these barriers in practice. 
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CHAPTER 1: OVERVIEW 

For over the last decade, there has been a growing consensus in the literature surrounding 

the crucial need in industry to translate more research findings into real world practices or 

policies (Collins, 2011; Dixon-Woods, McNicol, & Martin, 2012; Eccles et. al, 2009; Glasgow 

& Emmons, 2007; Greenhalgh et. al, 2004; Grimshaw et. al, 2012; Grol et. al, 2005; Scott, 

2008). Unfortunately, this translational process has been consistently shown to fail (Grimshaw 

et. al, 2012; Timmons et. al, 2014) and has led to the continued occurrence of accidents, injuries, 

and deaths which could have been prevented with the proactive use of science-based designs 

(Eccles et. al, 2009; Norman, 2002, Woods & Hollnagel, 2017). Given there is already less than 

a 35% success rate of implementing any form of organizational change (Beer & Nohria, 2000; 

Burnes, 2004) regardless of its scientific backing, it comes as no surprise that successful 

implementation of any kind is an inherently difficult task prone to failure (Dixon-Woods, 

McNicol, & Martin, 2012; Eccles et. al, 2009; Grimshaw et. al, 2012; Timmons et. al, 2014). 

Regrettably, the difficulty of this task becomes nearly impossible when the desired 

implementation idea is grounded in the best scientific methods available. In part, this is due to 

the added cost, time, and complications associated with introducing science-based solutions into 

practice (Collins, 2011; Eccles et. al, 2009).  

While there has been a great push in the implementation science, translational science, 

evidence-based practice, and human factors literature, a void still remains regarding a framework 

that details the necessary requirements for bridging this known gap between science and 

implementation. In order to fill this void, I propose The IMPActS Framework, which is founded 
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on the existing literature, but acts as a new frame of reference for those trying to translate science 

into applications. Overall this framework is meant to identify and address the necessary 

requirements to designing successful implementations of science-based solutions, and how these 

requirements interact with one another.  

IMPActS proposes a new standard of what it means to make organizational “impact”, 

which is now defined as science-based solutions that maintain the maximum appropriate levels 

of scientific integrity while also being implementable and sustainable in real world practice. The 

reason behind this new definition is due to the known risks involved when compromising one 

aspect for the other. Highly implementable designs not grounded in the science risk causing 

unintended consequences in practice (Eccles et. al, 2009; Norman, 2002, Woods & Hollnagel, 

2017), while highly scientific designs risk being unusable to practitioners or never getting 

implemented into practice in the first place (Norman, 2002; Woods et. al, 1996; Woods & 

Hollnagel, 2017). The IMPActS Framework also acts as an acronym for the five necessary 

factors, which are each necessary but only jointly sufficient in making this successful definition 

of impact. These factors are Ideas, Model alignment, Pragmatics, Actors, and Sustainment, and 

can be thought of as the barriers to making impact that need to be overcome.   

The IMPActS Framework states that in order to make impact, the ideas that form the 

basis of a potential future implementation have to be sufficiently grounded in the established 

settled science of one or more corroborating scientific disciplines, and that these ideas can not be 

compromised to a point where the science is no longer sound. These new ideas will always be 

challenged by pre-existing mental models of stakeholders, which will require an alignment of 

these models in order to gain some degree of consensus on the fitness of the underlying ideas 

within the contexts of the specific problems and environments at hand. To also be a possible 
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candidate for implementation, the chosen scientific idea has to somehow “fit through the door” 

of an organization, which requires the solution to be a pragmatic and implementable embodiment 

of the idea or ideas. Whenever these pragmatics are being implemented into practice, there will 

always be an inherent friction against the new implementation and the actors within the 

implementation environment. This friction will need to be eased through new or existing 

resources, capabilities, communications, and trainings. Finally, once an idea has been 

successfully translated and implemented into real world practices, this framework argues that it 

is absolutely vital to continuously assess the scientific integrity and fitness of the implementation 

within its contextual environment, and to make the appropriate modifications based on this 

feedback in order to sustain the impact over time. 

In this paper, I will further describe the IMPActS Framework in more detail and through 

the lens of three clinical cases, all of which deal with implementing clinical alarm interventions 

over the last 30 years. The purpose of introducing this framework and comparing it against real-

world case studies is to highlight the barriers to making successful impact. The hope is that by 

identifying these barriers, the pathways to successful impact will become more salient, 

navigable, and tangible for all of those involved. Solution designers should use IMPActS as a 

means of assessing where to invest their future resources and efforts in order to overcome these 

barriers in practice.  
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND 

Despite growing pressure for organization’s to implement more science-based solutions 

into practice (Collins, 2011; Dixon-Woods, McNicol, & Martin, 2012; Eccles et. al, 2009; 

Glasgow & Emmons, 2007; Greenhalgh et. al, 2004; Grimshaw et. al, 2012; Grol et. al, 2005; 

Scott, 2008), efforts to successfully achieve this task have been known to fail for numerous 

reasons (Eccles et. al, 2009; Grimshaw et. al, 2012; Scott, 2008;Timmons et. al, 2014). To begin 

with, highly implementable solutions are inherently hard to come by since studies have shown 

less than a third of organizational change efforts succeed (Beer & Nohria, 2000; Burnes, 2004). 

This likelihood of success is only made worse when introducing science-based principles to the 

implementation (Edworthy et. al, 2018), which explains why science-based implementations 

have been consistently shown to fail (Grimshaw et. al, 2012). An explanation for this high failure 

rate is due to the fundamental tension that exists between the two concepts of science and 

application (Edworthy et. al, 2018; Morrow & Durso, 2011; Morrow, 2018).  

Highly implementable solutions often require an in-depth contextual understanding of the 

agents and environments they will be adopted in (Atkins et. al, 2017; Damschroder et. al, 2009; 

Glasgow & Emmons, 2007; Hollnagel et. al, 2011; Melnyk et. al, 2010;  Welch et. al, 2016; 

Woods & Hollnagel, 2006; www.cfir.org; www.re-aim.org), which most scientifically-rigorous 

designs fail to respect (Norman, 2002). This insufficient contextual understanding causes a gap 

between work as imagined by solution designers and work as practiced by sharp end 

practitioners (Horwood et. al, 2018; Morrison & Woods, 2016; Norman, 2002; Woods et. al, 

1996). This gap leads to brittle technologies (Woods, 2016) and frustrating or burdensome 

designs for the people required to utilize them (Norman, 2002). This means that even though a 

science-based solution may explain a phenomenon better, it might become a disadvantage or 
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hindrance, rendering it unusable in real world practices (Norman, 2002; Woods et. al, 1996; 

Woods & Hollnagel, 2017).   

In addition, translating scientific ideas into pragmatic implementations has been coined as 

an unpredictable, disorderly, and costly process, which are terms that conflict with most 

organizational goals (Collins, 2011; Eccles et. al, 2009). To make matters worse, the science 

realm often works on a longer time scale than seen within industry, with evidence it can take up 

to twenty years to successfully implement science-based solutions into practice (Sussman et. al, 

2006; Scott, 2008). A potential explanation for this lengthy gestation period is due to the inherent 

nature of highly rigorous scientific discoveries which are often too far removed, abstract, or 

complex for everyday industry designers and practitioners to understand, translate, or adopt 

quickly (Edworthy, 2018).  In part, this may be due to the fact that the academic world focuses 

on the generalizability of insights rather than their specific applications (Glasgow & Emmons, 

2007). This means that even though existing scientific principles could help effectively improve 

systemic issues, organizational safety, and performance they often never get utilized in real 

world practice because they get lost in time and translation (Eccles et. al, 2009; Glasgow & 

Emmons, 2007; Graham, 2006; Grimshaw, 2012; Norman, 2002, Woods & Hollnagel, 2017).                               

 This tension that exists between engineering science-based vs. non-science based 

solutions in industry causes an interesting dilemma for organizational stakeholders who are 

trying to solve their respective day-to-day problems. When stakeholders have a pressing issue 

costing money, time, safety, or resources, they normally want an immediate, pragmatic, or 

simple fix to help mitigate these costs. With the science being often too complicated, or not 

explicitly prescriptive about its applications to the situation at hand, this need for a quick fix 

often leads to an oversimplified, non-scientific, and opinion-based solution getting implemented 
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into practice (Edworthy, 2018) due to efficiency thoroughness trade-offs (Hollnagel, 2017). 

While these opinion-based implementations might give the illusion of improvement by relieving 

any acute pressures the problem has caused on the system, the sad reality is the underlying 

problem still lives on within the organization (Woods, 1995). 

With no scientific solution to holistically remedy its effects, the underlying problem 

continues to fester and adapt over time in new ways, resulting in the continued emergence of 

unintended consequences and adverse events in practice (Rayo, 2018; Woods, 2018; Woods & 

Hollnagel, 2017; Woods, 2018).  This means that organization’s often unknowingly spend more 

money and time providing incremental “band-aid” fixes to their problems, rather than investing 

up front in effective scientific solutions that could eliminate the problem in its entirety. Even if 

this was the opposite intention, this tendency causes more or greater issues for an organization 

down the road by unintentionally letting the underlying problem degrade their system to a point 

of catastrophe. By the time organizations finally realize this mistake, their systems are on the 

brink of collapse, if not collapsed, or they are hemorrhaging time and resources due to their 

unintended design consequences (Rayo, 2018; Woods & Hollnagel, 2017).  

An example of how this negative reinforcing cycle of opinion-based solutions plays out 

in industry can be seen in the current role Human Factors (HF) plays across the globe.  At its 

core, the field of Human Factors is about understanding human behavior. HF professionals 

design work environments that are suited to human strengths and shortcomings in the hopes that 

changing these designed worlds will change the intended human behaviors (Fitts & Jones, 1947). 

Cognitive Systems Engineering (CSE), a subdiscipline of Human Factors, focuses on the 

intersection between people, technology, and work by looking at the interactions between agents, 

their artifacts, and their environments (Woods, 1988). CSE teaches that only by understanding 
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these interactions and conflicting pressures across scales can you hope to change systemic 

behaviors (Woods & Hollnagel, 2006). While there is an abundance of existing literature 

available about both disciplines, translating the field’s vast repository of theory into non-

customizable, tangible, and implementable applications has proven to be difficult resulting in a 

current utilization deficit of Human Factors and CSE design principles and practices today 

(Catchpole, 2013; Gurses, Ozok, & Pronovost, 2012; Norris, 2011; Rayo, 2018; Russ et. al, 

2013, Timmons et. al, 2014). 

 On the rare occasions HF and CSE professionals can make organizational differences, 

often times they are not consulted with until after the organization has reached a point of 

desperation about their underlying problem (Rayo, 2018). This normally means the organization 

has saturated the amount of opinion-based or non-scientific solutions available to them, and can 

no longer afford to experience the resulting emergent unintended consequences of the unsolved 

problem. Getting consulted after the fact forces a reactive HF approach to the design and 

systemic issues that frequently emerge in real world settings, which seems like a counterintuitive 

concept since the field contains many valuable insights that could proactively mitigate these 

negative unintended consequences before they arise (Hollnagel et. al , 2011; Morrow & Durso, 

2011; Rayo, 2018, Woods, 2018; Woods & Hollnagel, 2017). Again, this further highlights the 

need for greater science-based and Human Factors principles to be applied earlier and more 

frequently within the industry design processes (Catchpole, 2013; Gurses, Ozok, & Pronovost, 

2012; Norris, 2011; Rayo, 2018; Russ et. al, 2013). 

Currently, there is a dense amount of existing scientific literature trying to advance the 

progress of translating existing scientific ideas into pragmatic implementations within industry. 

Over the last ten years the field of translational science, which studies how to effectively succeed 
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with scientific knowledge translation, has made more great strides with their publications 

(Collins, 2011; Graham, 2006; Grimshaw et. al, 2012, Lavis, 2008; Scott, 2008; Tetroe et. al, 

2008). For references on the human and organizational aspects that need to be considered during 

implementations or proposed changes, look to the existing Theoretical Domains Framework 

(Atkins, 2017; Cane, 2012), 5 A’s model (Glasgow & Emmons, 2007), and Organizational 

Change literature (Beer & Nohria, 2000; Argyris, 1993; Ivancevich et. al, 2013) which list in 

detail the emotional, cognitive, and behavioral aspects that will need to be properly navigated in 

order to effectively change individual and organizational behaviors. If interested in a research 

perspective, the Vitae Researcher Development Framework was created to assess the knowledge, 

behaviors, and attributes associated with successful researchers who would like a wider “impact” 

for their research (Reeves, 2012).  

The Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR) offers an extensive 

and comprehensive list of the existing implementation science constructs that need to be 

considered (Birken et. al, 2017; Damschroder et. al, 2009; Damschroder et. al, 2015;  Kirk et. al, 

2016; www.cfirguide.org), while the Expert Recommendations for Implementing Change 

(ERIC) project (Powell et. al, 2015; Waltz et. al, 2014) has begun to flesh out the best available 

implementation strategies. The innovation implementation framework (Klein & Sorra, 1996; 

Klein & Conn & Sorra, 2001; Jacobs et. al 2015) examines both the organizational and 

individual factors that determine effective implementations, while the PARiHS framework 

(Helfrich, 2010; Kitson et. al, 1998; National Collaborating Centre for Methods and Tools, 2011; 

Stetler et. al, 2011) and RE-AIM model (Glasgow et. al, 1999; Kessler et. al, 2012, Mascayano 

et. al 2018; www.re-aim.org) have been well-established in the literature as means to improving 

the translation of research into practice and policy.   
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Jalali et. al’s recent publications have expanded upon this RE-AIM framework (Jalali et. 

al, 2018) and have further explored the implementation dynamics and implementation 

maintenance (Jalali et. al, 2017) required in medical settings. Greenhalgh et. al published a 2004 

systematic review on how to spread and sustain innovations in health service organizations 

(Greenhalgh et. al; 2004), while Grol et. al published a book in 2005 about the implementation of 

change in clinical practices (Grol et. al, 2005). Dixon-Woods, McNicol, and Martin have more 

recently expanded upon this work by identifying ten challenges to improving quality in 

healthcare in hopes that this identification will decrease the gap seen between available evidence 

and the care patients receive (Dixon-Woods, McNicol, & Martin, 2012). Welch et. al has also 

established the Framework for Alarm Management Process Maturity, which is intended to guide 

stakeholder discussions surrounding the best scientific continuous improvement practices for 

reducing non-actionable alarms on medical devices (Welch et. al, 2016), while Edworthy et. al’s 

recent work details a science-based design process for auditory clinical alarms (Edworthy et. al, 

2018). All of these clinical publications stem from the recent push seen in the medical 

community towards Evidence-Based Practices (EBP), which attempts to implement the best 

evidence available into clinical practices (Bertram, 2019; Keele, 2011; Gallagher-Ford et. al, 

2011; Melnyk et. al, 2010) and has a few existing models today including the Stetler Model 

(Stetler, 2001), the Iowa model (Titler et. al, 2001, Buckwalter et. al, 2017), and the Ace Star 

Model (Stevens, 2004).  

Even with this abundance in the literature, there still seems to be a “black box” (Cook, 

Potter, & Woods, 1991) surrounding how to effectively translate scientifically grounded ideas 

into tangible pragmatics that can be implemented and sustained in real world practices. Most of 

the literature is focused on a few of the individual aspects within this journey, with an emphasis 
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on the necessary requirements for either knowledge translation or implementing change. While 

most of the literature has not yet emphasized both of these aspects in accordance with each other, 

attempts at these comprehensive models have started to emerge. While a sign of encouragement, 

these existing models have already been known to get lost in translation when being applied to 

real world organizational settings, resulting in a haphazard, inappropriate, or unclear use of these 

models in practice today (Anderson, 2011; Bray & Boon, 2011; Cosby, 2006; Damschroder et. 

al, 2015; Kesseler, 2012).   

 In hopes of filling this void in the literature, below is the introduction to The IMPActS 

Framework. This framework was founded on lessons learned (Rowe, 2006) from three existing 

clinical case studies, as well as the existing implementation, translational, evidence based 

practice, and human factors sciences. By deriving the IMPActS ideologies from three real world 

case studies regarding organizational impact, the hope is that this framework will be more 

interpretable, directly applicable, and less opaque than the existing models available today. 

Overall, the IMPActS framework describes the necessary requirements of successful science-

based implementations, and how those requirements interact with one another. Primarily, 

IMPActS is meant to highlight the barriers to successful impact, and should be used as a new 

lens for solution designers to figure out where they need to invest their resources and efforts next 

in order to create successful organizational impact.  
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CHAPTER 3: THE IMPActS FRAMEWORK 

OVERVIEW 

The IMPActS Framework proposes a new definition of what it means to make 

organizational “impact”. Impact from now on will be defined as science-based solutions that are 

implementable and sustainable in real world practices, while still maintaining the maximum 

appropriate levels of scientific integrity within the contexts of the implementation environment.  

While the number of goal conflicts that arise in everyday work are abundant, this framework 

assumes that one common shared belief across all parties is to in some capacity positively 

“impact” the work and world in which they live in. The problem with this concept is that for too 

long, “impact” has weighed too heavily on either the scientific integrity or implementation side 

of the equation. When designs are highly grounded in the science but have low chances of being 

implemented or sustained, they risk becoming irrelevant or unusable in practice even though they 

may explain a phenomena better (Woods & Hollnagel, 2017). On the other hand, designs that 

have low scientific integrity but are implemented into practice anyway risk never fully solving 

the underlying problems at hand, which can lead to continued accidents, injuries, and even 

deaths (Eccles et. al, 2009; Norman, 2002, Woods & Hollnagel, 2017). The loss of preventable 

life is something that should be unacceptable to any profession, which is another pressing reason 

impact needs to be reframed in this new way.  

 In order to mitigate these negative consequences and to start truly making positive 

instances of organizational impact moving forward, the time has come to no longer accept the 

compromisation of science for implementation, and for this new definition to become the global 

standard. Below is the IMPActS Risk Matrix, as seen in Figure 1, which represents this new 

definition of impact and the risks associated when compromising one aspect for the other. It 
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should be noted that design solutions that have a low scientific integrity and low chance of being 

implemented should never be seriously considered by organizations since they fail to provide 

any perceived benefits to the organization, and have a high chance of causing many catastrophic 

results if implemented into practice.  

Figure 1: IMPActS Framework Risk Matrix representing the tradeoffs between scientific integrity and being 
implementable while highlighting new definition of impact 

In addition to this new definition of impact, the IMPActS Framework posits that there are 

five fundamental factors that are each necessary but only jointly sufficient to making this new 

definition of impact within industry. “IMPActS” acts as an acronym for these five factors which 

comprise of the following:Ideas, Model alignment, Pragmatics, Actors, and Sustainment. 

Overall, these factors describe distinct but interacting success factors for a successful, high 

impact implementation. They also highlight the typical ways that countervailing forces, 

including political, economic, and workload pressures, can derail a science-based initiative. All 
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five of these IMPActS contributors are working at different tempos and scales with each of their 

own challenges and constraints, yet each of these factors are coupled with one another and have 

to be treated as such (Hollnagel et. al , 2011; Hollnagel & Woods, 2005). This requires a 

coordination, synchronization, and alignment (Hollnagel et. al , 2011; Woods & Hollnagel, 

2006) across all of the factors to ensure progress forward, and normally entails moving back and 

forth between the five variables to close the many gaps that exist between the people and 

processes at each stage (Cook, 2000; Woods et. al, 1996).  

Due to the ever changing and complex nature of contextual landscapes which are unique 

to the agents and factors involved in that point of time, the Ideas, Model alignment, Pragmatics, 

Actors, and Sustainment, required for each instance of impact will inherently look and feel 

different across applications. Since no two pathways towards making impact will ever be the 

same, the IMPActS Framework is meant to be a new frame of reference for those intending to 

make organizational impact, and should not be seen as a prescriptive checklist. This framework 

is meant to bring awareness to where one lies within the impact journey, act as a navigational 

guide for those wondering where to focus their impact efforts next, and to overall re-frame the 

best approach and mindset to implementing scientific designs. The following sections describe in 

detail the five required IMPActS factors that are each necessary but only jointly sufficient to 

making organizational impact in hopes that providing explicit explanations for each of these 

concepts will make them easier to navigate in the future.  

IDEAS 

The IMPActS framework takes as its initial and most important assumption that the idea 

or ideas that form the basis of a potential future implementation is sufficiently grounded in the 
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established settled science of one or more corroborating scientific disciplines. Ideas in an area of 

conflicting scientific ideologies must be evaluated in a way that helps reveal the fitness of each 

ideology for future applications. While it is to be expected that ideas will have to navigate 

various tradeoffs in order to be applicable within their intended contexts, this framework posits 

that these ideas can not be compromised to a point where the science is no longer sound. For best 

practices regarding translating scientific ideas, look to the existing knowledge translation and 

translational science literature (Glasgow & Emmons, 2007; Grimshaw et. al, 2012; Scott, 2008; 

Graham et. al, 2006) which describe how knowledge should be transferred, who should be 

responsible for transferring this knowledge, and why it should be transferred in the first place. 

 It is important to note that there are many types of support for scientific ideas, each with 

their own levels of scientific integrity. For an extensive look at each of these types of support, 

refer to Table 1 of Glasgow’s and Emmon’s 2007 publication in The Annual Review of Public 

Health (Glasgow & Emmons, 2007). This table describes 18 different types of scientific 

evidence, and the associated strengths and weaknesses for each evidence type. While this table is 

completely valid and provides a valuable frame of reference, for the purposes of this framework 

the types of support behind an idea will be abstracted into three general categories: mechanistic, 

evidential, and anecdotal.  

Glennan defines a mechanism for behavior as “a complex system that produces that 

behavior by the interaction of a number of parts, where the interactions between parts can be 

characterized by direct, invariant, change-relating generalizations” (Glennan, 2002). Expanding 

upon this idea, mechanistic support is founded on scientific theories that explain the underlying 

physical or deterministic patterns, interactions, and structure behind a given phenomena. 

Evidential support on the other hand is a body of facts or information in support or opposition of 
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a belief or proposition (Kasali & Nersessian, 2017). Last, anecdotal support is founded purely on 

personal assumptions, opinions, and beliefs with no tangible scientific proof to support the 

validity or truth behind the claims (Kasali & Nersessian, 2017). To put this simply, think of 

mechanistic support as explaining why or how something is happening, evidential support as 

providing proof of something without necessarily giving an explanation, and anecdotal support 

as providing no proof of something besides the personal beliefs and assumptions of the 

respective party. 

Mechanistic vs. evidential vs. anecdotal support offers up another interesting tradeoff 

between the scientific integrity of a design. Mechanistic support has a higher scientific integrity 

than its counterparts because it inherently has a deeper understanding about the underlying 

science of what is taking place (Anderson, 2012). This means that mechanistic supported ideas 

have the lowest chance of causing unintended consequences in practice in comparison to the 

other two types of support. Evidential support offers tangible and timelier support for ideas with 

greater organizational face validity. However, this type of support is highly subjective, prone to 

oversimplifications, and extremely context dependent which means it has a lower scientific 

integrity than mechanistic support, and a higher likelihood of causing unintended consequences 

in practice (Glasgow & Emmons, 2007; Hollnagel et. al , 2011; Woods & Hollnagel, 2006). 

Anecdotal support is purely subjective and context dependent, which means it has the lowest 

amount of scientific integrity and the greatest risk for causing unintended consequences in 

practice. An example of these types of idea support and their associated tradeoffs can be shown 

in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Types of idea support and their associated tradeoffs 

 It may be easy to ask, “why use anecdotal support at all if it has the highest likelihood of 

causing unintended consequences in practice?” The answer to this question lies within another 

set of complicated tradeoffs. Anecdotal support requires the lowest amount of initial expertise, 

resources, costs, and time in terms of translating the idea and getting it implemented into 

practice. When organizations feel the pressure of an underlying problem and don’t have the 

resources to muddle through mechanistic or evidential ideas, it’s second nature to take a face 

valid anecdotal idea and run with it. Mechanistic support on the other hand can often be too 

complicated or far removed from the desired implementation setting, which means it requires 

greater initial resources or costs and works on a larger time scale than the other two types of 

support. This leaves mechanistic support vulnerable to getting lost in time and translation, which 

could also lead to burdensome or unusable designs in practice. Evidential support falls 

somewhere in the middle of these other two types of support, as shown in the Figure 3, which 

updates Figure 1 to represent these three types of idea support.  
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Figure 3: Updated IMPActS Framework Risk Matrix to include types of idea support that encompass scientific 
integrity. Please refer to Figure 1 for the original risk matrix.  

Anecdotal support should never be used as the sole support behind an implementation 

idea, otherwise it will fail to meet the requirements for impact. Instead, anecdotal support should 

be seen as reference points to gaining stronger evidential or mechanistic support where needed. 

In instances where not enough mechanistic or evidential support behind an idea exists, the duty 

falls upon the solution designers to create or find this support themselves if necessary. In 

instances where there isn’t enough mechanistic support behind an idea but enough evidential, it 

is not unreasonable to use evidential support as an immediate solution rather than waiting 

indefinitely for stronger mechanistic support that may never come (Institute of Medicine, 2006) 

It is to be expected that ideas will have to navigate this tradeoff during the translation 

process by assessing the types of support available and applying the necessary components to 

balance the two concepts. Areas of conflicting ideologies must also be evaluated in this way to 

help reveal the fitness of each idea for the desired applications. It should be noted that while 

tradeoffs and compromises are to be expected when grounding the idea, the idea can not be 

compromised to a point where it no longer maintains an appropriate level of scientific integrity 

within its given context, otherwise it no longer meets the requirements for impact. Solution 
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designers should navigate these compromises delicately, making sure to assess what is being lost 

and gained with varying scientific ideas. 

MODEL ALIGNMENT 

All new ideas will be challenged by pre-existing mental models of stakeholders who will 

have conflicting knowledge, mindsets, goals, pressures, and perspectives (Woods & Hollnagel, 

2006). This framework requires aligning these models in order to gain some degree of consensus 

on the fitness of the underlying ideas within the contexts of the specific problems and 

environments at hand. In addition, solution designers will have to align these mental models so 

that the perceived benefits behind the implementation idea are greater than the perceived costs of 

actually implementing the ideas into practice. 

 This model alignment includes negotiating conflicting perspectives (Woods & 

Hollnagel, 2006), proving the validity of the design idea within its context (Glasgow & Emmons, 

2007), revealing the inadequacies of folk models (Dekker & Hollnagel, 2004), finding ways to 

lessen distancing through differencing (Cook & Woods, 2017), and ultimately reducing the 

cognitive dissonance (McLeod, 2018) that will invariably result from proposing something new. 

Risks associated without this proper model alignment, as witnessed in the three clinical case 

studies described in the following sections, include the implementation idea being actively 

roadblocked, causing negative feelings of emotion, or never getting implemented into practice.   

Intrinsically, this alignment requires a deep contextual understanding of the landscape, 

practitioners, and architecture of the relevant implementation environments  (Glasgow & 

Emmons, 2007). The ways in which this model alignment will be successful is extremely 

dependent on this contextual understanding, and often times requires an adaptive approach to 
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figuring out the best ways to navigate across scales and stakeholders within a specific context. It 

is important to note that different stakeholders will value different types of idea support, 

regardless of the scientific integrity behind the type of support. Even if there is a lot of 

mechanistic support behind an idea, this type of support may not necessarily be what 

organizational stakeholders will want to hear, so it’s important to recognize what may work in 

one environment might not work in another, and the challenge of catering arguments or idea 

support towards the specific implementation audience will have to be navigated delicately.  

When trying to navigate which type of idea support is needed for model alignment, again 

refer to refer to Table 1 of Glasgow’s and Emmon’s 2007 publication in The Annual Review of 

Public Health (Glasgow & Emmons, 2007) which describes the 18 different types of scientific 

evidence and the associated strengths and weaknesses for each evidence type. For assistance on 

the human and organizational aspects that need to be considered when trying to align stakeholder 

mental models, look to the existing Theoretical Domains Framework (Atkins, 2017; Cane, 2012), 

5 A’s model (Glasgow & Emmons, 2007), and Organizational Change literature (Beer & Nohria, 

2000; Argyris, 1993; Ivancevich et. al, 2013) which list in detail the emotional, cognitive, and 

behavioral aspects that will need to taken into account in order to effectively change individual 

and organizational behaviors. From a researcher’s perspective, the Vitae Researcher 

Development Framework was created to assess the knowledge, behaviors, and attributes 

associated with successful researchers and should be used as a reference for researchers trying to 

improve their presence in organizations (Reeves, 2012).  
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PRAGMATICS 

 In this framework, the term “pragmatics”, a noun, is used as a shorthand for any solution 

that is pragmatic. To be a possible candidate for implementation, the chosen scientific idea has to 

somehow “fit through the door” of an organization, which requires the solution to be a pragmatic 

and implementable embodiment of the idea or ideas. The shape of this organizational doorway is 

highly contextual to the pressures and constraints of the given problem space, and the pragmatics 

will have to navigate these factors accordingly. In essence, these pragmatics will need to be of 

sufficiently low enough cost, risk, energy, and uncertainty in comparison to its perceived 

organizational and individual benefits to “fit through the door”. This requires a sufficient model 

alignment behind the perceived benefits of the scientific idea to a point that the benefits 

outweigh the associated costs of building or implementing the new or existing pragmatics.  

In many cases, scientifically sound pragmatics will not be readily available, and will need 

to be created instead. When creating these pragmatics, solution designers will need to keep in 

mind the risks associated with designs that are heavily grounded in the science. Most highly 

rigorous science-based designs fail to respect the contextual environments and agents they will 

be implemented in, which leads to brittle technologies (Woods, 2016) and frustrating or 

burdensome designs for the people required to utilize them (Norman, 2002). This means that 

even though a science-based solution may explain a phenomenon better, it might become a 

disadvantage or hindrance, rendering it unusable in real world practices (Norman, 2002; Woods 

& Hollnagel, 2017). In addition, translating scientific ideas into pragmatic implementations has 

been coined as an unpredictable, disorderly, and costly process, all of which are terms that 

conflict with most organizational goals (Collins, 2011; Eccles et. al, 2009). Solution designers 

will have to navigate these constraints appropriately to ensure that their designed pragmatics 
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respect the contextual environments they will be implemented in, can be created in a timely 

manner, and do not dilute the science-based ideas behind the implementation to a point the 

science is no longer sound.  

These pragmatics can take many forms including artifacts, designs, tools, technologies, 

methods, policies, procedures, as long as the underlying science remains sound. When designing 

these pragmatics, engineers should look to the existing human factors, cognitive systems, and 

resilience engineering literature for best science-based design practices in support of human 

cognition and behavior (Dekker, 2017;  Hollnagel et. al , 2011; Hollnagel & Woods, 1983; 

Hollnagel & Woods, 2005; Norman, 2002; Woods, 1994; Woods & Hollnagel, 2006; Woods & 

Hollnagel, 2017; Woods & Roth, 1988). Solution designers should pay special attention to 

closing the known gap between work as designed and work as practiced (Horwood et. al, 2018; 

Morrison & Woods, 2016; Norman, 2002; Woods et. al, 1996), and should strive make their 

automated systems “team players” (Christofferson & Woods, 2002; Klein et. al, 2004) by 

utilizing the best heuristics for collaborative autonomy (Rayo, 2017). Gualtieri et. al’s work 

offers guidance on how to design effective and innovative decision support systems (Gualtieri, 

2003), whereas Rayo et. al’s and Smith’s recent publications discuss how to make systems 

overall less brittle (Rayo et. al, 2017; Smith, 2017). For clinical alarm design guidance, 

Edworthy et. al recently published an effective design process for creating science-based 

auditory alarms (Edworthy et. al, 2018), while Welch et. al recently published a framework for 

continuously improving clinical alarm designs and testing (Welch et. al, 2016).     
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ACTORS 

This framework assumes that whenever the pragmatics of an idea are being implemented 

into practice, there will always be some sort of friction amongst the actors within the 

implementation environment and the proposed new implementation. This requires a coordination 

effort across new or existing resources, capabilities, communications, and trainings in order to 

reduce this friction to a point where the implementation can successfully overcome this 

resistance at the desired scale.  

Once again, reducing this friction is highly dependent on the contexts and constraints of 

the implementation environment, and strategies should be catered towards these aspects 

accordingly  (Atkins et. al, 2017; Damschroder et. al, 2009; Glasgow & Emmons, 2007; Melnyk 

et. al, 2010; Welch et. al, 2016; Woods & Hollnagel, 2006; www.cfir.org; www.re-aim.org). It is 

important to understand which current actors lie within your implementation landscape, and 

which extra actors need to be involved in order to successfully implement the pragmatics into 

practice. New or existing resources, capabilities, communications, and trainings will need to be 

appropriately assessed, utilized, added, repurposed, or borrowed in order to have successful 

implementations at the desired scale. Failure to appropriately coordinate these actors means the 

friction against the implementation will be too great to overcome, resulting in an unsuccessful or 

burdensome implementation that has low compliance or adoption.   

The existing implementation science literature offers many best practices regarding 

reducing this friction, and suggests the use of multidisciplinary teams, project champions, change 

management techniques, user collaboration, effective communications, incentives, and 

leadership support will increase the likelihood of implementation success (Argyris, 1993; Atkins 

et. al, 2017; Beer & Nohria, 2000; Damschroder et. al, 2009; Glasgow & Emmons, 2007; 
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Ivancevich et. al, 2013; Melnyk et. al, 2010;  Welch et. al, 2016; Woods & Hollnagel, 2006; 

www.cfir.org; www.re-aim.org). Solution designers and organizational stakeholders should 

consult the existing Theoretical Domains Framework (Atkins, 2017; Cane, 2012), 5 A’s model 

(Glasgow & Emmons, 2007), Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR) 

(Birken et. al, 2017; Damschroder et. al, 2009; Damschroder et. al, 2015;  Kirk et. al, 2016; 

www.cfirguide.org), Expert Recommendations for Implementing Change (ERIC) project (Powell 

et. al, 2015; Waltz et. al, 2014), innovation implementation framework (Klein, 1996; Klein, 

2001; Jacobs et. al 2015), implementation dynamics (Jalali et. al, 2017; Jalali et. al, 2018) , RE-

AIM model (Glasgow et. al, 1999; Kessler et. al, 2012, Mascayano et. al 2018; www.re-aim.org), 

PARiHS framework (Helfrich, 2010; Kitson et. al, 1998; National Collaborating Centre for 

Methods and Tools, 2011; Stetler et. al, 2011), and Evidence-Based Practice (Bertram, 2019; 

Buckwalter et. al, 2017; Keele, 2011; Gallagher-Ford et. al, 2011; Melnyk et. al, 2010; Stetler, 

2001; Stevens, 2004; Titler et. al, 2001) literature for further implementation science guidance on 

reducing this friction.   

SUSTAINMENT 

Once an idea has been successfully translated and implemented into real world practices, 

this framework argues that it is absolutely vital to continuously assess the scientific integrity and 

fitness of the implementation within its contextual environment, and to make appropriate 

modifications based on this feedback in a timely manner in order to sustain the impact over time 

and reduce the strategic agility gap (Woods, 2018). The strategic agility gap is the mismatch 

between the velocity of organizational change and the velocities of organizational adaptations 

(Woods, 2018). It is normal due to the dynamic nature of real world settings that the contextual 
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environment of the implementations will change over time (Woods & Hollnagel, 2017), and 

hidden interdependencies not addressed during the design process will begin to emerge (Woods, 

2018).  Due to these changes, the implementations will also adapt to their contextual landscapes 

(Rayo, 2018; Woods & Hollnagel, 2017) and will cause practitioners to tailor their 

implementations to the specific needs (Hollnagel & Woods, 2005). This will inevitably lead to 

emergent characteristics of the implementation that were never accounted for, and could 

ultimately change the scientific integrity, fitness, or relevance of the implementation. This means 

that even though the desired impact level of an implementation can be reached immediately after 

its application, this level could be drastically different within a week, month, or year.   

To ensure the sustainment of impact, organizations will have to continually assess and 

feedback the emergent properties, adaptations, adoption level, unintended consequences, 

successes, and failures of the implementation in order to appropriately modify, improve, or in 

some instances suspend the scientific implementation. Organizations must keep pace with the 

tempo of these changes, otherwise they risk being “slow and stale” to new emergent threats to 

their system’s safety (Woods, 2018). In instances where the implementation has to be modified, 

improved, or suspended, a journey back through the rest of the IMPActS framework will have to 

be appropriately navigated. In addition, any modifications, improvements, or suspensions of 

implementations will have to be re-assessed as well to see if the changes had the desired effect 

on impact.  

The field of resilience engineering offers many valuable insights on navigating the 

dynamic nature of complex systems over time (Hollnagel et. al , 2011; Woods & Hollnagel, 

2017), while The Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (Birken et. al, 2017; 

Damschroder et. al, 2009; Damschroder et. al, 2015;  Kirk et. al, 2016; www.cfirguide.org) RE-
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AIM model (Glasgow et. al, 1999; Kessler et. al, 2012, Mascayano et. al 2018; www.re-aim.org), 

and implementation maintenance (Jalali et. al, 2017; Jalali et. al, 2018) literature offer best 

practices in the sustainment of implementations over time.  

CONCLUSIONS 

IMPActS proposes a new standard of what it means to make organizational “impact”, 

which is a solution that reflects a scientifically-sound concept and is implemented and sustained 

in real world practices. It implies that the solution maintains the maximum appropriate level of 

scientific integrity within the contexts of the implementation environment. The reason behind 

this new definition is due to the unacceptable risks that arise when compromising one aspect of 

impact for the other (i.e., scientific integrity for implementability), as seen in Figures 1 and 3 of 

IMPActS Risk Matrices.  Overall the IMPActS Framework details the necessary requirements 

for achieving successful organizational impact, and how those requirements interact with one 

another other. “IMPActS” acts as an acronym for these five factors, which are each necessary but 

only jointly sufficient to successful impact, and comprise of the following: Ideas, Model 

alignment, Pragmatics, Actors, and Sustainment. 

The IMPActS Framework states that in order to make impact, the Ideas that form the 

basis of a potential future implementation have to be sufficiently scientifically sound. In 

addition, a Model alignment by stakeholders will need to take place in order to gain some degree 

of consensus on the fitness of the underlying implementation ideas within the contexts of the 

specific problems at hand. The chosen solution has to be a Pragmatic and implementable 

embodiment of these underlying scientific ideas, and the inherent friction that arises amongst the 

Actors within the implementation environment when trying to implement these pragmatics in 
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practice will need to be overcome. Finally, in order to Sustain the organizational impact of a 

science-based implementation over time, this framework argues that it is absolutely vital to 

continuously assess the scientific integrity and fitness of the implementation within its contextual 

environment, and to make the appropriate modifications based on this feedback in order to 

sustain the impact over time. 

Table 1 summarizes the successes and failures seen within each of the necessary 

IMPActS factors, as well as the successes and failures to the overall impact outcome. By 

exposing these desirable and undesirable impact characteristics, the hope is that the pathway to 

successful organizational impact will become more salient. This table, as well as the overall 

IMPActS Framework itself, offers a new lense for those trying to successfully implement 

science-based solutions into real world practices, and should be used to navigate where to invest 

the appropriate resources and efforts next in order to create successful organizational impact. 

Solution designers and organizational stakeholders should assess where their own science-based 

implementations succeed and fail in comparison to the IMPActS framework, and learn what 

areas they need to improve in order to  progress forward. 
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Table 1:Successes and Failures of each of the IMPActS Factors as well as to the overall impact outcome 

IMPActS 
Factors: 

 Ideas Model 
alignment 

Pragmatics Actors Sustainment Impact Outcome 

Successes 
✅

✅ideas 
sufficiently 
grounded in 
one or more 
settled, 
corroborating 
scientific 
disciplines 
✅ideas
supported by 
mechanistic or 
evidential 
support 

✅successful
stakeholder 
consensus on the 
fitness of 
underlying ideas 
within contexts of 
specific problem 
✅perceived
benefits of idea > 
perceived costs of 
implementing 
✅validity of
design idea proven 
in context 
✅ideas triumph
over stakeholder 
folk models, 
distancing through 
differencing, & 
cognitive 
dissonance  

✅pragmatic,
implementable 
embodiment of 
ideas that 
maintain 
appropriate 
scientific 
integrity 
✅“fits through

the doorway” of 
organization 
✅low enough
cost, risk, energy, 
or uncertainty of 
pragmatics in 
comparison to 
perceived 
benefits and 
organizational 
constraints 

✅inherent friction
across the actors 
against the 
implementation 
reduced to a point 
that 
implementation 
can successfully 
overcome this 
resistance at the 
desired scale 
✅ New/ existing
resources, 
capabilities, 
communications 
and trainings 
appropriately 
assessed, utilized, 
added, repurposed, 
or borrowed 

✅continual
assessment of the 
emergent 
properties, 
adaptations, 
adoption level, 
unintended 
consequences, 
successes, failures 
and fitness of the 
implementation 
over time 
✅appropriate
modifications, 
improvements, or 
suspension of the 
implementation 
based on  this 
continual feedback 
✅keeps pace with
tempo of changes 
and adaptations 

✅Science- based
solution implemented 
and sustained in real 
world practices 
✅Underlying design
problem starts to resolve 
✅Preventable
unintended 
consequences mitigated 
in real world practices 
✅Science- based
solution helps rather 
than hinders its users  
✅No active resistance,
rebellion, or negative 
emotions towards 
science-based ideas or 
implementation 
✅Desired impact level
is sustained over time 
✅high compliance or
adoption of 
implementation 

Failures 
❌

❌ideas not 
sufficiently 
grounded in 
one or more 
settled, 
corroborating 
scientific 
disciplines 
❌Ideas
actively refuted 
by the existing 
sciences 
❌ideas
supported by 
anecdotal 
support or 
based on 
opinions 

❌unsuccessful
stakeholder 
consensus on 
fitness of 
underlying ideas 
within given 
contexts 
❌Perceived
benefits of idea < 
perceived costs 
❌validity of
design idea was 
never proven in 
context 
❌ideas do not
triumph over 
stakeholder folk 
models, distancing 
through 
differencing, & 
cognitive 
dissonance 

❌non- 
pragmatic, non- 
implementable 
embodiment of 
ideas  
❌pragmatics
dilute ideas to 
where the science 
is no longer 
sound 
❌does not “fit
through the 
doorway” of 
organization 
❌too much cost,
risk, energy, or 
uncertainty of 
pragmatics in 
comparison to 
perceived 
benefits and 
organizational 
constraints 

❌friction across
actors against the 
implementation 
has not been 
reduced to a point 
that 
implementation 
can successfully 
overcome this 
resistance at the 
desired scale 
❌New/ existing

resources, 
capabilities, 
communications 
and trainings 
inappropriately or 
insufficiently 
assessed, utilized, 
added, repurposed, 
or borrowed 
❌Low
compliance or 
adoption of 
implementation 

❌no or non-
continual 
assessments of the 
emergent 
properties, 
adaptations, 
adoption level, 
unintended 
consequences, 
successes, failures 
and fitness of the 
implementation 
over time 
❌no or

inappropriate 
modifications, 
improvements, or 
suspension of the 
implementation 
over time  
❌slow and stale
reactions to 
changes and 
adaptations 

❌Science- based
solution does not get 
implemented and 
sustained in real world 
practices 
❌non science- based
solution is implemented 
in real world practices 
❌underlying design
problem continues to 
fester 
❌Continued emergence
of preventable 
unintended 
consequences in 
practice  
❌Design solution
hinders rather than helps 
its users 
❌Active resistance,
rebellion,  or negative 
emotions towards ideas 
or implementation 
❌Low compliance or
adoption of 
implementation 
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CHAPTER 4: THE ALARM PROBLEM & IMPActS FRAMEWORK - A TALE OF 

THREE STORIES 

OVERVIEW 

While all industries could benefit from more science-based ideas being translated and 

implemented into practice, no field has a more pressing need then the medical community. It has 

been shown that few scientific discoveries are currently being utilized in real world clinical 

practice (Collins, 2011; Dixon-Woods, McNicol, & Martin, 2012; Eccles et. al, 2009; Glasgow 

& Emmons, 2007; Greenhalgh et. al, 2004; Grimshaw et. al, 2012; Scott, 2008), and there’s 

evidence that it can take up to two decades to successfully complete this science to 

implementation translation process (Scott, 2008).  With lives on the line (Eccles et. al, 2008), the 

push towards Evidence-Based Practices (Bertram, 2019; Keele, 2011; Gallagher-Ford et. al, 

2011), and the recent call for more Human Factors in healthcare (Catchpole, 2013; Gurses, Ozok, 

& Pronovost, 2012; Norris, 2011; Rayo, 2018; Russ et. al, 2013, Timmons et. al, 2014), the 

medical field has never been more ready to implement science-based solutions. While the 

clinical community faces numerous problems on an everyday basis, one underlying problem that 

has been festering in healthcare for over 30 years is the alarm problem (Sorkin, 1988; Woods, 

1995).  

Since the 1980’s, the collection of perceptual, attentional, collaborative, and workload 

issues that comprise the alarm problem has been thoroughly established and researched 

throughout the academic community (Cvach, 2012; Fitzgerald et. al, 2018; Woods, 1995). 

Despite this abundance of knowledge, very few industry designs have been able to pragmatically 

alleviate the burdens of this problem with the implementation of science-based solutions. This is 

particularly true within the medical field, and in part is attributed to the gap that exists between 
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work as imagined by technology manufacturers, and work as practiced by real world clinical 

practitioners (Horwood et. al, 2018; Morrison & Woods, 2016; Norman, 2002; Woods et. al, 

1996).  Clinical alarms have been shown to have chronically low discriminability (Edworthy et. 

al, 2018; Sanderson, Wee, & Lacherez, 2006), poor learnability (Sanderson, Wee, & Lacherez, 

2006; Wee & Sanderson, 2006; Williams & Beatty, 2005), low informativeness (Rayo & 

Moffatt-Bruce, 2015), and an inability to appropriately convey meaning (Patterson, 1989). These 

known issues increase the likelihood of slower response times to alarms, and true or false alarms 

being disregarded in practice (Bliss & Dunn, 2000; Bliss, Gilson, & Deaton, 1995; Meyer & 

Bitan, 2002; 93 Rayo & Moffatt-Bruce, 2015, Sorkin 1989, Woods, 1995). Both of these 

undesired responses have been contributed to adverse clinical events and patient deaths (Cvach, 

2012; Cvach et. al, 2009; Drew et. al, 2014; Fitzgerald et. al, 2019; Kowalczyk, 2010; Rayo, 

2015; Sendelbach & Funk, 2013; Weil, 2009). 

The following sections describe three clinical cases, all of which deal with implementing 

clinical alarm interventions in real world settings over the last 30 years.  Each case study will 

start with a summary of important events, followed by an analysis of the case through the lens of 

the IMPActS framework.  The analysis will highlight the successes and failures of each case in 

relation to the necessary IMPActS factors, and will ultimately provide many lessons learned 

(Rowe, 2006) that should be kept in mind moving forward.  It should be noted while all three of 

these cases revolve around one underlying problem within one industry setting, the lessons 

learned (Rowe, 2006) from these stories can be applied to organizations world wide.   

The hope is that by grounding this framework in real-world attempts at organizational 

impact, IMPActS will be more interpretable, directly applicable, and less opaque than the 

existing implementation models available today. Solution designers and organizational 
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stakeholders trying to create their own instances of real-world impact should use these cases as 

resources for navigating what does, and doesn’t work well during the impact process, and should 

relate any important insights to the contexts of their own science-based implementation efforts.   

CASE 1: THE STANDARDIZATION OF CLINICAL AUDITORY ALARM SOUNDS 

Over 30 years ago, the emergence of the alarm problem within the clinical field starting 

gaining attention, and led towards a push for clinical auditory alarm standardization. In 1986, Dr. 

Roy Patterson and his team were approached to be expert advisors in the development of this 

international standardization of clinical alarm sounds (Patterson, 1986; Thompson, 2010). Dr. 

Patterson was a leading acoustician well-known at the time for his previous alarm design 

experience within the aviation and military industries (Block, 2008, Patterson, 1980; Patterson, 

1982; Weinger, 1991). Patterson’s previous research of aircraft alarm systems revealed that 

alarm sounds with similar temporal patterns and rhythms were more likely to be confused with 

one another (Patterson, 1982), which was worrisome since Patterson analyzed the existing 

clinical alarm sounds during this time and found that they all had continuous or simple on and 

off patterns (Patterson, 1986).  

Based on Patterson’s own guidelines for auditory warnings (Patterson, 1982), the poor 

temporal patterns of these clinical alarm sounds suggested that they were all inappropriate to use 

in real-world environments (Patterson, 1986). This prompted Patterson and his team to create a 

new set of auditory clinical alarm sounds for standardization consideration utilizing the same 

underlying design principles that emerged from the Medical Research Council’s development of 

the advanced auditory alarm systems within aircraft cockpits (Patterson, 1986). It should be 

recognized that Patterson created these clinical sounds as prototypes for demonstration purposes 
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of his underlying design principles, and never expected these prototypes to be the final sounds 

chosen for real-world implementation (Block, 2000). Instead, Patterson intended for this set of 

sounds to be a test set which could be evaluated in real-world clinical environments if given 

committee approved (Patterson, 1986).  

Patterson’s proposed set of clinical sounds comprised of a general sound as well as 6 

category-specific sounds (cardiovascular, oxygenation, ventilation, temperature, drug or fluid, 

and artificial perfusion) (Patterson, 1986; Thompson, 2010) based on the consensus that these 

were the  alarm conditions that could lead to adverse patient outcomes or death (Block, 2000; 

Block 2008). To ensure that all of the sounds would be highly discriminable and could not be 

easily confused with one another, Patterson specifically created this set to be tonally complex 

and heterogeneous by using distinctive rhythms that sounded similar to a bird call or a melody 

(Patterson, 1986; Block, 2008; Thompson, 2010). To help with the set’s learnability and 

identifiability, mnemonics were utilized (Thompson, 2010) and both high and low frequency 

harmonics were chosen (Patterson, 1986). All of the sounds were created to minimize the startle 

effect to its listeners, and had periods of silence embedded into them to allow staff time to 

communicate, think, or act before feeling compelled to turn the alarm sound off from annoyance 

(Patterson, 1986). It was intended that the category-specific alarm sounds would only be used in 

context-specific situations, and that all the sounds within the set would not be heavily used 

within a single work environment. Patterson pictured the sounds working with a centralized 

workstation where visual displays would depict the associated problems each auditory alarm 

signal was referring to (Block, 2008).  

Each sound within Patterson’s set utilized psychoacoustic cues by having a medium-

urgency version, and a high-urgency version which had a faster tempo, higher pitch, was 
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repeated twice, and was more intrusive than the medium urgency version (Thompson, 2010). 

There was also an optional low-urgency version of the general alarm sound which represented 

“information available” and was at a slower tempo and lower pitch than the medium-urgency 

version (Block, 2008, Thompson 2010). The design intent was to have higher urgency sounds be 

quicker rather than louder (Patterson, 1986), and to have the optional low-urgency general alarm 

sound go off only once, while the medium and high urgency sounds went off every 30 and every 

15 seconds respectively until attended to (Thompson, 2010).   

When Patterson’s proposed set of sounds were introduced to clinicians who had no 

background information or context about their design intent or principles, initial responses to the 

sounds were controversial and described as “astonishment” (Block, 2008), “amusement” (Block, 

2008), and “possible offense” (Block, 1992). The set was perceived as sounding like random 

electronic noises and induced feelings of apprehension within clinicians who feared that these 

sounds might be forced upon their profession world wide (Block, 2008).  

In an attempt to avoid the standardization of the Patterson sounds, concerns were raised 

about their learnability (Block, 1992) and the feasibility of the underlying principles used to 

develop the sounds since they were based on aviation rather than clinical studies (Weinger, 

1991). A learning exercise at the American Society of Anesthesiologists Annual Meeting in 1990 

also directly combated the Patterson sounds and suggested that musical or melodic sounds that 

contained semantic dictation of the sound’s associated referent events would be easier and 

quicker to learn (Block, 1992). The United States Standards Committee accepted this melodic 

suggestion by releasing the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) F1463-93 

standard in 1993 which required the use of standard musical pitches in alarm sounds (ASTM, 

1993; Block, 2008)  
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In 1994 the International Organization for Standardizations (ISO) released the ISO 9703 

standard which opted for a simplified version of Patterson’s general sound (Thompson, 2010) 

and mandated a 3-note medium priority alarm sound to be played once and a 5-note high priority 

alarm sound to be played twice (ISO 1994; Block, 2008; Sanderson 2008). This standard 

completely abandoned the rest of the prototype sounds Patterson and his team created 

(Thompson, 2010), and did not mandate any of Patterson’s underlying design principles or 

assumptions which included the use of psychoacoustic cues, mapping the sounds to referent 

events, using high and low frequency harmonics as well as distinctive rhythms to create tonally 

complex heterogeneity and sound patterns, applying mnemonics, minimizing the startle effect, 

embedding silent periods into the sounds to support staff communication, encoding urgency by 

changing the tempo of the sounds while still keeping the different versions related to one 

another, and designing the sounds to interact with one another in context-specific environments. 

In addition, the standard did not specify the musical pitches requirement as stipulated in the 

ASTM F1463-93 standard which lead many manufacturers to unknowingly create the same 

sound across devices by utilizing a single pitch rather than a melody (Block, 2000 & 2008).  

As a result, the unintended consequences of these standards can still be felt today, even 

with the creation of the Joint Working Group’s (JWG) 2006 international IEC 60601-1-8 alarm 

standard which retained the 3 and 5 note priority standards but meant to reverse some of the 

damaging effects of its predecessors by providing advice on utilizing psychoacoustic cues and 

mnemonics while reinstating the category-specific sounds with a new added category for “power 

failure” (IEC, 2005-08; Block 2008; Thompson, 2010). Several JWG members created a set of 

new melodic alarm sounds that complied with this new IEC standard, and this new set has been 

implemented into practice today. While this IEC compliant set was designed with the best of 
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intentions, the high (5-note) and medium (3-note) urgency versions of these tones were not 

related in the way Patterson’s original sounds were (Block, 2008).  

This dissociation between the urgency versions within this new IEC set more than 

doubles the amount of sounds that clinicians need to learn from Patterson’s 7 to an astounding 17 

(Block, 2008). This is cause for concern since research has shown that the maximum number of 

audible warning sounds listeners can learn over time with practice is 10-12 (Patterson, 1980; 

Sanderson, 2006). Studies have already echoed these concerns by proving that sounds within this 

new IEC 60601-1-8 compliant set are easily confused with one another and have an overall low 

learnability (Sanderson 2006; Wee, 2005; Williams & Beatty, 2005). Unsurprisingly, a recent 

study found that Patterson’s original 1986 set of sounds outperforms this new IEC compliant set 

(Atyeo & Sanderson, 2015). More shockingly, one study even showed that a completely random 

set of audible alarm sounds designed with no category-specific references  was easier to learn 

than this new IEC set (Edworthy et. al, 2014).  

In hindsight, some have speculated that the reason behind the standardization 

organizations not fully endorsing the Patterson prototype sounds were due to the complexity of 

the sounds, and how they would have been too hard to technically generate on simpler medical 

devices (Thompson, 2010). These insights only pertain to the clinical devices available back in 

1986, and do not apply to available technology today. Clinicians who were originally against the 

Patterson sounds have had a change of heart, one even calling the sounds “genius”, now that the 

underlying design assumptions, principles, and contexts surrounding the sounds have been 

explained (Block, 2000 & 2008, Thompson, 2010). Due to the known problems with the current 

IEC 60601-1-8 sounds, a new wave of global clinical auditory alarm standardization efforts have 
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begin taking place (Edworthy, 2018) with a combination of the original standardization 

stakeholders from 1986 and a new group of hearing and clinical experts.  

ANALYSIS OF CASE 1 THROUGH IMPActS FRAMEWORK 

Table 2 details the IMPActS successes and failures of both the 1986 Patterson Prototype 

sounds, and the 2006 IEC 60601-1-8 compliant sounds. Since Patterson’s underlying sound 

principles were never actually built into tangible pragmatics, the Actors within the 

implementation environment never had friction against the implementation, and there was no 

need for Sustainment of the pragmatics in practice over time. It should also be noted that the 

non-scientific 2006 IEC 60601-1-8 sounds were added to Table 2 as a contrast to Patterson’s 

rigorous science-based ideas, and to show the effects of implementing ideas refuted by the 

science into practice.. The Actors portion for these IEC 60601-1-8 compliant sounds was left 

blank since no specific instance of these sounds being implemented into practice was discussed 

in this case.  
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Table 2: Successes and Failures of each of the IMPActS Factors as well as to the overall impact outcome in 
relation to the 1986 prototype Patterson sounds as well as the 2006 IEC 60601-1-8 compliant set of sounds 

IMPActS:  Ideas Model alignment Pragmatics Actors Sustainment Outcome 

1986- 
Patterson 
Prototype 
Sounds 

✅Alarm sound
design ideas 
sufficiently 
grounded in 
settled aviation 
and audiology 
sciences, as well 
as best available 
auditory alarm 
design practices 
✅ideas supported
heavily by 
mechanistic idea 
support 

❌unsuccessful
stakeholder consensus 
by clinicians on fitness 
of underlying sound 
ideas within given 
clinical contexts 
❌Perceived benefits of
Patterson sounds < 
perceived costs 
❌validity of design
idea was never proven 
or explained  in context 
to clinicians 
❌ideas do not triumph
over clinician folk 
models about 
learnability and 
memorability of 
sounds, distancing 
through differencing of 
sounds based on fact 
that they were designed 
with aviation based 
sciences rather than 
clinical, & cognitive 
dissonance associated 
with introducing the 
new sounds to 
clinicians 

❌Due to the
technological 
constraints in 1986, 
there was too much 
perceived cost, 
risk, energy, and 
uncertainty of 
building the sound 
pragmatics on 
manufactured 
devices in 
comparison to the 
perceived benefits 
of building the 
science-based 
alarm sounds 
during  this time 

N/A N/A ❌Science- based
clinical alarm solution 
does not get standardized 
❌Underlying alarm 
problem continues to 
fester for over 30 years 
in clinical practices 

2006 - IEC 
60601-1-8 
Standard 
Compliant 
Sounds 

❌ideas not
sufficiently 
grounded in one 
or more settled, 
corroborating 
scientific 
disciplines since 
sounds did utilize 
settled aviation 
and audiology 
sciences, as well 
as best available 
auditory alarm 
design practices 
❌Ideas actively
refuted by the 
existing sciences 
due to poor 
learnability 
performance 

✅successful
stakeholder consensus 
(at least by some of the 
standardization groups) 
on the fitness of 
underlying ideas within 
the contexts of specific 
problem 

✅sounds were
simple enough to 
technically 
generate on 
manufactured 
devices  and 
therefore had low 
enough cost, 
energy, or 
uncertainty 
surrounding them 

N/A ✅new 
standardization 
efforts taking 
place in 
response to the 
negative 
unintended 
consequences 
of these sounds 
in practice 

❌Non science- based
solution is implemented 
in real world practices 
❌Underlying alarm 
problem continues to 
fester today  
❌Continued emergence
of preventable 
unintended 
consequences in 
practice- by utilizing the 
same pitch rather than a 
melody the same sounds 
are being played on all 
manufactured devices 
❌Design solution
hinders rather than helps 
its users due to poor 
learnability of sounds 
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Overall, this case clearly demonstrates how severely an underlying industry problem can 

fester over the span of decades when not properly combated with science-based solutions. Even 

though noticeable and concerted efforts have been invested in solving this clinical alarm 

problem, its continued existence proves how ineffective non science-based solutions can be. This 

is most blatantly highlighted by the fact that Patterson’s 30-year-old,  outdated, and 

unstandardized set of sounds outperforms the current industry IEC 60601-1-8 standards (Atyeo 

& Sanderson, 2015). The IEC 60601-1-8 compliant sounds have been proven to be scientifically 

unsound, yet these are the very sounds being forced into organizations on a daily basis. While 

Patterson’s sounds and their associated design principles offer up solutions to this auditory alarm 

problem, the reason these principles aren’t being utilized at the appropriate scale today is due to 

the overall failure of some of the necessary IMPActS factors.  

Looking at this case through the IMPActS Ideas lense, Patterson abundantly succeeded 

on this front. While based on aviation and audiology sciences, Patterson’s underlying sound 

design principles remained sufficiently scientifically sound within the clinical realm. To help 

with the set’s learnability and identifiability, Patterson utilized, mnemonics (Thompson, 2010), 

psychoacoustic cues (Thompson, 2010), and both high and low frequency harmonics (Patterson, 

1986). To ensure that all of the sounds would be highly discriminable and could not be easily 

confused with one another, Patterson specifically created this set to be tonally complex and 

heterogeneous by using distinctive rhythms that sounded similar to a bird call or other melody 

(Patterson, 1986; Block, 2008; Thompson, 2010).  

Due to the known issues with sounds that cause the startle effect to its listeners (Patterson 

1986), Patterson’s sounds were created to minimize any risks of this effect, which included 

embedding silent periods into the sounds to give practitioners time to think uninterrupted 
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(Patterson, 1986). Based on the known issues with the informativeness of alarms (Rayo, 2015), 

Patterson chose to map each alarm sound to a life-threatening, category-specific event.   In 

addition, Patterson also  intended that the category-specific alarm sounds would only be used in 

context-specific situations, and that all the sounds within the set would not be heavily used 

within a single work environment.  

In contrast, the IEC 60601-1-8 compliant sounds are not sufficiently scientifically sound 

like the Patterson sounds were. The dissociation between the urgency versions within the IEC set 

caused the set to essentially have 17 different sounds, which means learning these sounds is 

essentially impossible for practitioners since research has shown the maximum number of 

audible warning sounds listeners can learn over time and with practice is 10-12 (Patterson, 1980; 

Sanderson, 2006). Studies have shown these IEC sounds result in poor learnability and are easily 

confused with one another  (Edworthy et. al, 2014; Sanderson et. al 2006; Wee et. al, 2005; 

Williams, 2005), while other studies have proven how Patterson’s scientifically designed sounds 

outperform this IEC compliant set (Atyeo & Sanderson, 2015). 

While Patterson’s sounds were designed utilizing the best scientific ideas available and 

are proven to perform better than the current standardized set of sounds, ultimately Patterson’s 

sounds failed to be standardized due to a improper Model alignment. Clinicians have a set of 

expectations regarding the desired characteristics of their auditory work signals (Edworthy, 

2018; Rayo et. al, 2019). Without any context, Patterson’s sounds directly conflicted with these 

desired and expected alarm characteristics, leading to the negative emotional responses by 

clinicians. None of the mechanistic or evidential support behind Patterson’s sounds were 

conveyed to the relevant stakeholders in a timely manner, nor was the intended use of the 

prototype sounds. By withholding this information and idea support, Patterson instantly alienated 
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his intended implementation audience, causing a discordance of the perceived fitness of the 

underlying ideas within the contexts of the specific problems and environments at hand.  

Block’s attacks on the learnability of the Patterson sounds were a direct result of this 

discordance (Block, 1992; Block, 2008). By not knowing the relevant information behind the 

sound’s design principles and intended contexts, Block immediately set out to discredit these 

Patterson sounds based on folk models (Dekker & Hollnagel, 2004) about the sound’s 

learnability based on folk models rather than mechanistic and evidential grounding. Once this 

support and knowledge was brought to light, Block’s cognitive dissonance (McLeod, 2018)  

towards the sounds dissipated to a point where he actually called the sound’s “genius” (Block, 

2008; Thompson, 2010). Weinger's argument against the feasibility of the sounds in a medical 

setting were based on concerns that the underlying design principles could not be applicable 

since they derived from an aviation setting (Weinger, 1991). This argument reveals another  folk 

model (Dekker & Hollnagel, 2004) regarding the applications of cross disciplinary sciences, and 

demonstrates an instance of distancing through differencing (Cook & Woods, 2017).   

In hindsight, even if the mechanistic support behind Patterson’s design principles were 

explained to the clinicians, the inherent foreign nature of these sounds could have still caused a 

failed model alignment. Since most stakeholders find evidential support easier to understand, it 

could have been beneficial for Patterson’s team to test the sounds on a smaller scale rather than 

waiting to see if they would get approved, then tested on a national level.  While the answers to 

these questions remain conjecture, the lessons learned (Rowe, 2006) from improper model 

alignment should remain salient. When ideas are not properly aligned against the challenging 

pre-existing mental models of stakeholders, the results can cause negative emotional responses, 

distancing through differencing, and the active roadblocking of ideas into practice.   
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Some may argue that Patterson’s sounds and design principles failed to make global 

impact due to a lack of available Pragmatics. Given the technological constraints seen in the mid 

1980’s, there was a belief that generating Patterson’s sounds on manufactured devices would be 

technically impossible (Thompson, 2010). While this claim was never proven, leaving its merits 

unknown, a different explanation for why Patterson’s sounds were never made into pragmatics is 

due to efficiency thoroughness trade offs (Hollnagel, 2017) and again, due to improper model 

alignment. Realistically, generating these complex sounds could have been possible back in the 

1980’s, however the costs, risks, energy, and expertise required to make this feasible would have 

been astronomical during this time. Since the benefits of utilizing Patterson’s scientific principles 

were not properly aligned, this cost seemed too high in comparison to the believed benefits of 

implementing these principles in practice. The IEC 60601-1-8 sounds were less technically hard 

to generate than Patterson’s sounds, which made them of low enough cost, risk, uncertainty, and 

energy to standardize world wide.  

While the clinical devices available back in the 1980’s had many technological 

constraints, this fact certainly does not remain true today. With modern day technology, alarm 

devices are more than capable of generating tonally complex sounds which were once not 

possible.   With this fact in mind, solution designers should not be scared of creating their own 

science-based sounds now that they are free from the strict confines of old device manufacturers. 

This includes creating sounds that are not IEC 60601-1-8 compliant, since studies have shown 

the IEC 60601-1-8 compliant set has low learnability, causes confusion, and has a poor overall 

performance in comparison to other sets of alarm sounds (Atyeo & Sanderson, 2015; Edworthy 

et. al, 2014; Sanderson et. al, 2006;  Wee, 2005; Williams, 2005). 
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This successes and failures table, as well as the other lessons learned from this case 

study, should be used as a new lense to approaching organizational impact in the future. As a 

new wave of global clinical alarm standardization progresses (Edworthy et. al, 2018), Patterson’s 

original scientific design principles have to be re-addressed in these upcoming conversations. 

With an abundance of new mechanistic and evidential support behind these original design 

principles (Atyeo & Sanderson, 2015; Block, 2008; Edworthy et. al, 2014; Sanderson 2006; 

Wee, 2005; Williams, 2005), and with the advances of modern day technologies, the model 

alignment and pragmatics required to utilize Patterson’s scientific principles in real world 

practices should be easier to navigate moving forward.  

 

CASE 2: IMPLEMENTING NEW PATIENT CALL SOUNDS WITHIN A HOSPITAL 

 In 2014, a midwest multidisciplinary tertiary care medical center implemented a hospital 

wide Secondary Alarm Notification System (SANS) in the form of Connexall phone devices. 

During this implementation, the decision was made by upper level stakeholders to make one, all 

encompassing, and highly urgent alarm sound for all events that needed clinical attention.  The 

thought process behind this decision would be that nurses would hear this highly urgent sound, 

look at their phones to immediately to see the event was, and then would attend to the event 

accordingly and in a timely fashion. While the thought process behind this may seem anecdotally 

sound, group alarms like this one represent another instance of the gap between work as 

imagined and work as practiced (Horwood et. al, 2018; Morrison & Woods, 2016; Norman, 

2002; Woods et. al, 1996). Alarms like this have been known to have low informativeness and 

only add to the alarm problem (Rayo, 2015; Woods, 1995). As a result, nurses within this 
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hospital rebelled against this group alarm sound, which prompted the hospital to consult a 

Human Factors and Systems Engineering team to help solve the problem.  

In 2015, the Human Factors research team created a set of 7 alarm sounds for use on the 

Secondary Alarm Notification System (SANS) within this multidisciplinary tertiary care medical 

center. This set of sounds utilized the same underlying design principles  first introduced by 

Patterson in the 1980’s (Patterson, 1986), along with the other best practices that have emerged 

in the literature since (Atyeo & Sanderson, 2015; Edworthy, Loxley, & Dennis, 1991; Haas & 

Edworthy, 1996; Hellier, Edworthy, & Dennis, 1993; Rayo, 2015; Rayo, 2016; Rayo & Moffatt-

Bruce, 2015, Sanderson, Wee, & Lacherez, 2006; Patterson, 1989, Wee & Sanderson, 2008) . 

Similar to Patterson, each sound within this 2015 set was mapped to a specific alarm category 

that represented a set of referent events. These referent events were grouped together based on 

their relative urgency and their false alarm rates (Rayo, in process). A table outlining these 7 

sounds can be found in Table 3. This table details each sound name, the events associated with 

each sound, as well as the relative urgencies (high, medium, or low) of the sounds in relation to 

each other.  

Table 3: Sound names, associated events, and relative urgencies of 2015 set of clinical alarm sounds: 
reprinted with permission (Rayo, in process) 
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The designers utilized acoustical heterogeneity to facilitate discriminability of these 

sounds, as well as acoustical similarity to facilitate recognition of similar alarm categories (Rayo, 

in process). Mnemonics were used to facilitate learnability, and the sounds were designed to 

once again reduce the startle effect for its listeners  (Rayo, in process). Psychoacoustic cues were 

utilized to encode relative levels of urgency, and based on known prioritization and privacy 

issues that arise with the use of auditory warning speech sounds (Edworthy & Hards, 1999; 

Lacheraz et. al 2016), digitized speech dictation was only used for the two highest urgency 

category alarms (Code Blue and Staff Emergency). This choice was made since the signified 

events for these two high urgency categories are infrequent (Rayo, in process), but of vital 

importance to attend to immediately.   

These newly designed set of sounds were tested against a generic set of seven 

manufactured alarms that were found on everyday clinical devices. In the summer of 2015, 20 

nurses from multiple different floors of the medical center were first introduced to either the 

newly designed sounds, or the generic manufactured ones. The nurses were asked to blindly rate 

their perceived urgencies of each sound on a scale of 1 (low) to 10 (high). They then had to 

memorize the name or associated events for each sound within that set, and were prompted to 

blindly identify each sound during a simulation. During the simulation,  the nurses would walk 

around their units with a phone that would randomly play one of the sounds every 5 seconds. 

After each sound was played, the nurses had to answer out loud their best guess to the 

researchers. Once complete with the simulation, the nurses would repeat this urgency rating and 

identifiability test  for the other set of sounds.  

  Using longitudinal logistic regression models, results from this study showed significant 

improved identifiability for a majority of the newly designed sounds. This study also revealed 
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the new sounds had a better alignment between intended and perceived urgencies (Rayo, in 

process).  These findings were reported to upper level managers within the medical center in 

hopes of implementing these newly designed sounds on the hospital’s SANS devices. With 

evidence of these positive results, the newly designed set of alarm sounds were approved for 

SANS implementation by the upper level managers, and were shortly piloted and then 

implemented hospital wide .   

In June of 2018 the HF team ran a similar study to the one conducted in 2015, except this 

time they tested two sets of 8 alarm sounds rather than 7 (Fitzgerald et. al, 2019), as shown in 

Table 4. Set 1 contained the previously utilized patient call sounds which had been implemented 

onto the hospitals SANS devices, while Set 2 contained the newly designed patient call sounds .  

It should be noted that since there was only one patient call sound implemented into practice at 

any given time within the hospital,  the originally implemented 2015 “patient call” sound was 

used as the “patient call low” sound in Set 1, while the 2017 high urgency patient call sound that 

was implemented without testing was used as the “patient call high” sound.  

Table 4: Sound names, associated events, and relative urgencies of 2018 set of clinical alarm sounds : 
reprinted with permission (Fitzgerald et. al, 2019) 

*Only sounds that were not identical in Sets 1 and 2
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This study was conducted with 30 different nurses throughout the medical center, and 

tested the relative urgencies and identifiability of these two sets of sounds utilizing the same 

methodologies described in the 2015 study  (Fitzgerald et. al, 2019). The only difference seen 

from the 2015 study to the 2018 study was the addition of asking for  general nursing feedback 

on the sounds. The researchers added this study question in order to gain anecdotal idea support 

and assess qualitative alarm sound preferences.  

Since 6 out of the 8 sounds were identical in this study, the team performed a statistical 

analysis fitting a repeated measures logistic regression model to see if there was any form of 

learning effect based on the order the sets were listened to  (Fitzgerald et. al, 2019). It was  

revealed that whichever set of sounds was listened to second had a significant impact on 

identifiability (p < .0001), and had almost twice the likelihood of improved identifiability (odds 

ratio = 1.9685)  (Fitzgerald et. al, 2019). These effects were mitigated during the study by the 

randomization of the set order. Half of the nurses listened to Set 1 first, while the other half 

listened to Set 2.   

This same statistical analysis revealed  that the perceived urgency of the patient call high 

sound significantly changed (p<.001) from Set 1 to Set 2  (Fitzgerald et. al, 2019). This 

significant change led to Set 2 having a better overall alignment between the perceived and 

intended urgencies of the sounds, as shown in the Figure 4. Figure 4 shows the statistical analysis 

results of the average perceived urgencies of Set and Set 2. 
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Figure 4: Average Perceived Urgency of Sounds from Set 1 and Set 2 with Standard Error Bars.  
Sounds are listed from most urgent (left) to least urgent (right). Reprinted with permission (Fitzgerald et. al, 2019) 

As shown in Figure 5, results from this study also revealed that there was no significance 

in performance of identifiability between the two sets except for one sound (p<.001), whose 

identifiability in Set 2 was 16.6% higher than it was in Set 1  (Fitzgerald et. al, 2019). These 

results confirm that the addition of the new patient call sounds did not diminish the overall 

identifiability of the set.  

Figure 5: Overall Accuracy (% Correct) of Correctly Identifying Sounds During Nursing Simulation. 
Sounds are listed from most urgent (left) to least urgent (right). Reprinted with permission (Fitzgerald et. al, 2019) 
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A miniature constant comparison analysis (Fram, 2013) of the nurse’s comments revealed 

that 50% preferred the new patient call sounds, while 13% had no preference (Fitzgerald et. al, 

2019). The remaining 37% preferred the old patient call sounds, however 55% of this population 

preferred them due to rationale not corroborated by observational or scientific findings  

(Fitzgerald et. al, 2019). This uncorroborated rationale includes thinking the old set was easier to 

distinguish, had a better alignment of perceived to intended urgency, and would be easier to hear 

over the old set  (Fitzgerald et. al, 2019). Results from this study proved that the new patient call 

sounds in set 2 had a better alignment of perceived to intended urgency, and that there was no 

significant decreases in the identifiability of set 2’s sounds. To prove the claim that set 1’s 

patient call sounds were easier to hear, another study would have to be run, however clinician 

preference has been known to favor louder sounding alarm despite known issues with the startle 

effect (Patterson, 1986) and overly loud alarms (Reynolds et. al, 2019). A breakdown of these 

preferences can be seen in the Figure 6. 

Figure 6: Pie Chart representing nursing preference of patient call sounds in Set 1, Set 2, or Neither as well as the 
rationale of nurses who preferred Set 1’s patient call sounds. Reprinted with permission (Fitzgerald et. al, 2019)   
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Other general insights were also elicited from the nursing feedback. Overall, the nurses 

generally liked the use of the new patient call sound mnemonics, and how the patient call sounds 

were now split into a high and low urgency category. Some nurses perceived the new patient call 

low sound and the technical low sound as sounding similar during the simulation, although the 

analysis did not reveal a decrease in identifiability for either of those sounds. Another anecdotal 

insight was that a lot of the nurses liked when the alarms had speech dictation in them,  and there 

was a general consensus that it would be a lot easier if all the alarms simply said what they were. 

Based on these results, the following recommendations were presented to the hospital’s 

upper level stakeholders in July of 2018. Due to the significant decrease seen in the patient call 

high sound’s perceived urgency, as well as the overall improved alignment of Set 2’s  perceived 

to intended urgencies, implement both of Set 2’s newly designed patient call sounds onto the 

hospital’s SANS devices.  Due to  overall preference towards keeping the low and high patient 

call categories, as well as the the feedback from nurses that the technical low and new patient 

call low sound were perceived as sounding similar, change the SANS escalation paths so that the 

patient call low and technical low sounds go directly to the Patient Care Assistants (PCA) 

devices before alerting the nurses. Even though the nurse’s concerns about the discriminability of 

these two sounds were based on anecdotal support and ultimately were not supported by the 

study’s results, the team still gave this recommendation in order to reduce any chances of nursing 

confusion or frustration. The last recommendation was based on the feedback from nurses that 

they preferred  speech dictation sounds, and suggested running another study testing the effects 

of introducing more digitized speech dictation sounds within this new set since this type of 
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dictation was specifically reserved for the Code Blue and Staff Emergency alarms based on a 

scientifically sound design rationale  (Fitzgerald et. al, 2019).  

At approximately the same time, the Quality and Patient Safety Department (QPS) of the 

hospital conducted a focus group study regarding this same patient call sound. This study 

represented a handful of nurses from the hospital, and ultimately discussed what were the desired 

characteristics of a new patient call sound. This study concluded that clinicians preferred 

semantic speech dictation alarm sounds, which was a consistent finding for the human factors 

team when asking for clinician preference. Overall, recommendations from this QPS study 

argued the replacement patient call sound should be purely speech dictation alarms for each of 

the four patient call categories. This directly conflicted with the human factors recommendations 

which warned against implementing untested pure speech dictation sounds into the pre-existing 

set. This recommendation by the human factors team was based on the known privacy and 

prioritization issues associated with semantic speech alarm sounds (Edworthy & Hards, 1999; 

Lacheraz et. al 2016). 

Due to time and resource constraints, a compromise was made to replace the old patient 

call sound with a new, hybrid sound that combined the conflicting recommendations from both 

of these studies. The patient call high sound tested by the human factors team would be followed 

by digitized semantic speech dictations for each of the four patient call categories (pain, 

bathroom, water, general assistance). This compromise meant that the human factors team broke 

its own scientific design rationale regarding speech dictation sounds since previously, digitized 

speech dictations were only reserved for the Code Blue and Staff Emergency alarm categories  

(Fitzgerald et. al, 2019). The team consciously made this tradeoff in order to avoid the risk of 

implementing a completely untested set of sounds into practice, especially since there is existing 
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literature about the dangers of using speech dictation sounds in practice (Edworthy & Hards, 

1999; Lacheraz et. al 2016).  

Once agreed upon, the hybrid sounds required minimal time and effort to create, and then 

implement on to SANS devices. These new, untested, hybrid patient call sounds were piloted on 

the SANS devices of two units within the medical center starting in September of 2018  

(Fitzgerald et. al, 2019). Initial preliminary feedback from staff and nurse managers in October 

of 2018 revealed that these new patient call sounds are being well received.  As of April 2019, no 

formal follow-up study on these piloted patient call sounds has been conducted, which has led to 

the stall of these new patient call sounds from being implemented hospital wide.  

ANALYSIS OF CASE 2 THROUGH IMPActS FRAMEWORK: 

Below is Table 5 which details the successes and failures of the IMPActS factors  in 

relation to  the hospital’s implementation of clinical alarm sounds.  For the purposes of this 

analysis, the hospital’s implementation efforts were split into each proposed alarm solution: the 

2014 group alarm sound, 2015 human factors tested set of 7 sounds, 2017 arbitrary patient call 

ringtone, 2017 high urgency patient call sound, 2018 QPS recommendation of speech dictation 

patient call alarm sounds, 2018 human factors tested set of 8 sounds, and the 2018 hybrid patient 

call sound which combined the human factors tested patient call high sound and the QPS 

recommended semantic speech dictation sounds. This was done to highlight the successes and 

failures of each proposed alarm sound implementation for the hospital’s SANS devices. It should 

be noted that since the 2018 QPS recommendation of speech dictation patient call alarm sounds 

and the 2018 human factors tested set of 8 sounds were not actually implemented, the 

pragmatics, actors, and sustainment portions for these sounds were not applicable for the table.  
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Table 5: Successes and Failures of each of the IMPActS Factors as well as to the overall impact 
outcome in relation to the hospital’s proposed clinical alarm sounds for implementation on SANS devices 

IMPActS:  Ideas Model 
alignment 

Pragmatics Actors Sustainment Outcome 

2014- 
Group 
Alarm 
Sound 

❌ideas not 
sufficiently 
grounded in 
one or more 
settled, 
corroborating 
scientific 
disciplines 
since group 
alarms are 
known to have 
low 
informativenes
s and add to 
the alarm 
problem 

❌ideas 
supported by 
anecdotal 
support or 
based on 
opinions that 
group alarms 
work 

✅successful 
upper level 
hospital 
stakeholder 
consensus on 
the fitness of 
group alarm on 
SANS devices 

 ✅pragmatic, 
implementable 
embodiment of  
ideas 

✅once 
designed, 
trivial amount 
of work to 
implement 
group alarm 
across all 
SANS devices 
in the hospital 

❌Friction 
amongst actors 
was not 
reduced and 
resulted in 
nurses actively 
resisting this 
alarm sound 
implementation 
due to 
frustrations with 
the low 
informativeness 
of the sound 
and it’s 
intended design  
 

✅appropriate 
modifications, 
improvements, 
and suspension 
of the group 
alarm based on   
negative 
nursing 
feedback 

✅Human 
Factors team 
brought in to 
replace group 
alarm 

❌non science- based 
alarm solution is 
implemented in real 
world practices  
❌underlying alarm 
problem continues to 
fester 
❌Continued 
emergence of 
preventable unintended 
consequences in 
practice due to low 
informativeness alarm 

❌Design solution 
hinders rather than 
helps its users due to 
low informativeness 
alarm and gap between 
work as imagined and 
practiced 

❌Active nursing 
resistance, rebellion,  
and negative emotions 
towards group alarm 

❌Low adoption of 
group alarm by nurses 
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2015- 
Human 
Factors 
tested set 
of 7 
sounds 

✅Alarm sound
design ideas 
sufficiently 
grounded in 
settled aviation, 
human factors, 
and audiology 
sciences, as well 
as best available 
auditory alarm 
design practices 
✅ideas
supported 
heavily by 
mechanistic 
idea support 
✅Ideas further
supported by 
evidential 
support by the 
HF study ran 
with these 
alarm sounds 

✅successful
stakeholder 
consensus 
(both HF team 
& upper level 
hospital execs) 
on the fitness 
of underlying 
ideas within 
contexts of 
specific 
problem 

✅perceived
benefits of 
sounds  > 
perceived costs 
of 
implementing 

✅validity of
sounds proven 
in context 
through study 
results 

✅ideas
triumph over 
stakeholder 
folk models 
surrounding 
previous group 
alarm 

✅pragmatic,
implementable 
embodiment of 
science-based 
ideas 

✅once
designed, 
trivial amount 
of work to 
replace old 
group alarm 
and implement 
new set of HF 
sounds across 
the hospital 
✅low enough
cost, risk, 
energy, or 
uncertainty of 
pragmatics in 
comparison to 
perceived 
benefits and 
organizational 
constraints 

✅Nurses did
not actively 
resist the 
implementation 
of this set of 
sounds during 
or after 
implementation 

❌inappropriate
modifications to 
the set of 
alarms  over 
time with 
introduction of 
non science - 
based and 
untested 
patient call 
alarm sounds 
to existing set 

✅Science- based set of
alarms reflecting settled 
aviation, human factors, 
and audiology sciences 
implemented and 
sustained in real world 
practices 

✅Preventable
unintended 
consequences 
mitigated in real world 
practices with highly 
discriminable and 
informative alarms 

✅Science- based
solution helps rather 
than hinders its users 
through highly 
discriminable and 
informative alarms 

✅No active resistance,
rebellion, or negative 
emotions by nurses 
towards set of sounds 

✅high compliance or
adoption of set of 
sounds 

2017- 
Patient 
Call 
Arbitrary 
Ringtone 

❌ideas not
sufficiently 
grounded in 
one or more 
settled, 
corroborating 
scientific 
disciplines 

❌ideas

✅Upper level
execs agreed 
upon 
implementing 
sound due to 
time and 
resource 
constraints 

✅pragmatic,
implementable 
embodiment of 
ideas 

✅inherent to
phone 

✅once
chosen, trivial 
amount of 

❌Friction
amongst actors 
was not 
reduced and 
resulted in 
nurses actively 
resisting 
ringtone 
implementation 

✅appropriate
modifications, 
improvements, 
and suspension 
of the ringtone 
based on 
negative 
nursing 
feedback 

❌arbitrary ringtone  is
implemented in real 
world practices 
❌underlying alarm
problem continues to 
fester 
❌Continued
emergence of 
preventable unintended 
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supported by 
anecdotal 
support or 
based on 
opinions that 
arbitrary 
ringtone would 
not cause 
disruptions and 
would have 
sufficient 
informativenes
s 

❌Ideas
actively refuted 
by the existing 
sciences due 
to since low 
informativenes
s is known to 
add to the 
alarm problem 

❌HF team
disagreed with 
implementing 
untested sound 

❌HF ideas do
not triumph 
over 
stakeholder 
folk models 
surrounding 
ringtone 

work to replace 
old patient call 
sounds and to 
implement new 
ringtone 
across the 
hospital 
✅low enough
cost, risk, 
energy, or 
uncertainty of 
pragmatics in 
comparison to 
perceived 
benefits and 
organizational 
constraints 

due to 
frustrations with 
the ringtone 
❌Speculation
alarm sound 
was too hard to 
hear 

❌No formal
study done to 
see why nurses 
did not like this 
ringtone 

consequences in 
practice due to low 
informativeness 

❌Design solution
hinders rather than 
helps its users due to 
low informativeness 

❌Active nursing
resistance, rebellion, 
and negative emotions 
towards ideas or 
implementation 

❌Low compliance or
adoption of ringtone 

2017- 
High 
Urgency 
Patient 
Call 
Sound 

❌ideas not
sufficiently 
grounded in 
one or more 
settled, 
corroborating 
scientific 
disciplines 

❌Ideas
actively refuted 
by the existing 
sciences due 
to low 
informativenes
s 
❌ideas
supported by 

✅Upper level
execs agreed 
upon 
implementing 
sound due to 
time and 
resource 
constraints 

✅pragmatic,
implementable 
embodiment of 
ideas 

✅once
designed, 
trivial amount 
of work to 
replace old 
patient call 
sounds and to 
implement new 
PC sound 
across the 
hospital 
✅low enough
cost, risk, 

❌Friction
amongst actors 
was not 
reduced and 
resulted in 
nurses actively 
resisting high 
urgency patient 
call sound after 
implementation 
due to 
frustrations with 
the sound 
sounding more 
urgent than its 
perceived 
priority 

✅appropriate
modifications, 
improvements, 
and suspension 
of the high 
urgency patient 
call sound 
based on 
negative 
nursing 
feedback 

✅Human
factors team 
once again 
funded to make 
and test new 
patient call 

❌high urgency patient
call sound is 
implemented in real 
world practice 
❌underlying alarm
problem continues to 
fester 
❌Continued
emergence of 
preventable unintended 
consequences in 
practice due to low 
informativeness 

❌Design solution
hinders rather than 
helps its users due to 
gap between work as 

❌Human
factors team 
openly 
objected to 
implementing 
this untested 
sound 
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anecdotal 
support or 
based on 
opinions due to 
gaps between 
work as 
imagined and 
practiced about 
urgency of 
alarm 

❌HF ideas do
not triumph 
over 
stakeholder 
folk models 
surrounding 
high urgency 
patient call 
sound 

energy, or 
uncertainty of 
pragmatics in 
comparison to 
perceived 
benefits and 
organizational 
constraints 

sounds imagined and practiced 

❌Active nursing
resistance, rebellion, 
and negative emotions 
towards ideas or 
implementation 

❌Low compliance or
adoption of ringtone 

2018- 
QPS 
Focus 
Group- 
All 
Semantic 
Speech 
Dictation 
Patient 
Call 
Alarm 
Sounds 

❌Ideas
actively refuted 
by the existing 
sciences due 
to known 
privacy and 
priority issues 
with speech 
alarm sounds 

❌ideas
supported by 
anecdotal 
support or 
based on 
opinions 
surrounding 
speech alarm 
sounds 

❌unsuccessful
stakeholder 
consensus on 
fitness of 
underlying 
ideas within 
given contexts 
since human 
factors team 
had a 
conflicting 
recommendatio
n to implement 
the tested 
patient call 
sounds and 
wanted to  test 
speech alarm 
sounds before 
implementing 
them onto 
SANS devices 

N/A N/A N/A ❌Speech alarm
sounds implemented 
onto two units of 
hospital despite known 
scientific privacy and 
prioritization concerns 
with speech alarm 
sounds 
❌Potential risk of
unintended 
consequences due to 
known privacy and 
prioritization issues 

2018- 
Human 
Factors 
tested set 
of 8 
sounds - 
including 
new 

✅Alarm sound
design ideas 
sufficiently 
grounded in 
settled aviation, 
human factors, 
and audiology 
sciences, as well 
as best available 

❌unsuccessful
stakeholder 
consensus on 
fitness of 
underlying 
ideas within 

N/A N/A N/A ✅patient call high
sound reflecting settled 
aviation, human factors, 
and audiology sciences 
implemented onto two 
pilot units within 
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patient 
call high 
and low 
sounds 

auditory alarm 
design practices 
✅ideas
supported 
heavily by 
mechanistic 
idea support 
✅Ideas further
supported by 
evidential 
support by the 
HF study ran 
with these 
alarm sounds 

given contexts 
since QPS 
team had 
conflicting 
recommendatio
n to replace 
patient call 
sound with 
speech alarm 
sounds 

hospital 
✅Preventable
unintended 
consequences 
mitigated in real world 
practices with highly 
discriminable and 
informative alarms 

✅Science- based
solution helps rather 
than hinders its users 
through highly 
discriminable and 
informative alarms 

✅No active resistance,
rebellion, or negative 
emotions by nurses 
towards set of sounds 

✅high compliance or
adoption of set of 
sounds 

2018- 
Hybrid 
Patient 
Call 
Sounds: 
2018 
Human 
Factors 
Tested 
Patient 
Call High 
Sound + 
Semantic 
Digitized 
Speech 
Sounds 

✅Alarm sound
design ideas 
sufficiently 
grounded in 
settled aviation 
and audiology 
sciences, as well 
as best available 
auditory alarm 
design practices 
✅ideas
supported 
heavily by 
mechanistic 
idea support 
✅Ideas further
supported by 
evidential 
support by the 
HF study ran 
with these 
alarm sounds 

✅successful
stakeholder 
consensus by 
the QPS team, 
Human Factors 
team, and the 
upper level 
hospital 
stakeholders to 
implement 
hybrid sound 
onto SANS 
devices 

✅pragmatic,
implementable 
embodiment of 
ideas 

✅once
designed, 
trivial amount 
of work to 
replace old 
patient call 
sounds and to 
implement new 
hybrid sounds 
across the 
hospital 

✅So far,
nurses have not 
actively resisted 
the 
implementation 
of this set of 
sounds during 
or after 
implementation 
✅Nursing/user
preference 
reflected by the 
use of speech 
alarm sounds 
and new human 
factors tested 
patient call 
sound based on 

❌no follow up
of the emergent 
properties, 
adaptations, 
adoption level, 
unintended 
consequences, 
successes, 
failures and 
fitness of the 
new hybrid 
sounds once 
implemented 
onto pilot units 

❌slow and
stale reactions 
to changes and 
adaptations 

✅patient call high
sound reflecting settled 
aviation, human factors, 
and audiology sciences 
and nursing 
preferences 
implemented onto two 
pilot units within 
hospital 
✅Preventable
unintended 
consequences 
mitigated in real world 
practices with highly 
discriminable and 
informative alarms 

✅Science- based
solution helps rather 
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nursing 
preference 
study results 

than hinders its users 
through highly 
discriminable and 
informative alarms 

✅No active resistance,
rebellion, or negative 
emotions by nurses 
towards set of sounds 

✅high compliance or
adoption of set of 
sounds 

❌Ideas
actively refuted 
by the existing 
sciences due 
to known 
privacy and 
priority issues 
with speech 
alarm sounds 

❌ideas
supported by 
anecdotal 
support or 
based on 
opinions 
surrounding 
speech alarm 
sounds 

❌science-
based ideas do 
not triumph 
over 
stakeholder 
folk models 
surrounding 
speech alarm 
sounds 

❌Digitized speech
sounds implemented 
despite known privacy 
and prioritization issues 

❌Potential risk of
unintended 
consequences due to 
known privacy and 
prioritization issues 
❌Lack of sustainment
has led to stall of 
implementation at 
desired scale and 
increases risk of 
hospital being slow and 
stale 
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Overall, this case demonstrates how organizations often unknowingly spend more money 

and time providing incremental “band-aid” fixes to their problems, rather than investing up front 

in effective scientific solutions that could eliminate their problem in its entirety. For over four 

years, this hospital continually implemented different alarm sounds based on either the settled 

sciences, anecdotal idea support, or a combination of both. It was shown that strong negative 

emotions and nursing rebellions resulted every time the hospital implemented an alarm sound 

that was not grounded in scientifically sound Ideas. The implementation of the group alarm, 

arbitrary alarm ringtone, and high urgency patient call sounds were a result of anecdotal idea 

support and folk models (Dekker & Hollnagel, 2004). All of these non science-based alarms had 

low informativeness (Meyer & Bitan, 2002; Rayo & Moffat-Bruce, 2015; Rayo et. al, 2015) an 

inability to appropriately convey meaning (Patterson, 1989), and were based on gaps between 

work as imagined and practiced  (Horwood, 2018; Morrison & Woods, 2016; Norman, 2002; 

Woods et. al, 1996), which ultimately attributed to the failure of these implementations to 

overcome the friction against the Actors within these implementation environments.  

The 2015 sounds first created by the human factors and systems engineering team 

represents the only set of sounds within this case that were designed utilizing the best scientific 

methods available. This set of sounds utilized the same underlying science-based design 

principles first introduced by Patterson in the 1980’s (Patterson, 1986), along with other best 

practices that have emerged in the literature since (Atyeo & Sanderson, 2015; Edworthy, Loxley, 

& Dennis, 1991; Haas & Edworthy, 1996; Hellier, Edworthy, & Dennis, 1993; Rayo, 2016; Rayo 

& Moffatt-Bruce, 2015, Sanderson, Wee, & Lacherez, 2006; Patterson, 1989; Wee & Sanderson, 

2008). The designers utilized acoustical heterogeneity to facilitate discriminability, as well as 

acoustical similarity to facilitate recognition of similar alarm categories (Rayo et. al, in process). 
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Mnemonics were used to facilitate learnability, and the sounds were designed to reduce the 

startle effect for its listeners (Rayo et. al, in process). Psychoacoustic cues were utilized to 

encode relative levels of urgency, and based on known prioritization and privacy issues that arise 

with the use of auditory warning speech sounds (Edworthy & Hards, 1999; Lacherez et. al 2016), 

digitized speech dictation was only used for the two highest urgency category alarms (Code Blue 

and Staff Emergency). This choice was made since the signified events for these two high 

urgency categories are infrequent, but of vital importance to attend to immediately (Rayo et. al, 

in process). 

The implementation of the 2015 science-based sounds onto real world clinical devices, as 

well as the implementation of the non-science sounds, ultimately show an overall success in 

designing clinical alarm sound Pragmatics. Unlike the technological climate exhibited in case 1, 

solution designers today are no longer constrained by the choices of device manufacturers or a 

lack of available pragmatics. Current clinical alarm devices are more than capable of generating 

tonally complex sounds which once seemed impossible, and options for more customizable 

alarm sounds are now more readily available (Rayo et. al, 2019). Once each of the proposed 

sounds were designed or chosen, it took a small IT effort to implement the sounds on all of the 

hospital’s clinical devices. This minimal effort probably explains why the hospital was willing to 

go through so many different SANS alarm sound implementations within such a short amount of 

time. Like the human factors team within this case, solution designers should leverage these 

technological advancements in future clinical alarm implementation efforts, and should not shy 

away from creating their own science-based sounds as long as they utilize the best scientific 

design practices. For further guidance, look to Edworthy et. al’s recently published work which 
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details an effective design process for creating these science-based auditory alarms (Edworthy et. 

al, 2018). 

Similar to case 1, unsuccessful stakeholder Model alignment within this case  led to the 

implementation of non science-based ideas into real world practice. Despite objections by the 

human factors team against the implementation of the 2014 group alarm, the 2017 arbitrary 

ringtone, and the 2017 high urgency patient call sound, the HF team ultimately failed at 

overcoming the folk models (Dekker & Hollnagel, 2004) surrounding these implementations due 

to time and resource constraints. While the HF team was ultimately successful at aligning the 

correct models for the 2015 tested set of sounds, it did not have this same level of success for the 

2018 tested set of sounds due to the conflicting recommendations of the Quality and Patient 

Safety department. The QPS team recommended replacing the patient call sound with speech 

alarm sounds, whereas the human factors team cautioned against implementing further speech 

alarm sounds without proper testing, and instead recommended implementing the newly 

designed and tested HF patient call sounds.  

When results from the QPS study argued the replacement patient call sounds should be 

purely speech dictation alarms for each of the four patient call categories, the human factors team 

did not have enough time to prove the validity of their own design recommendations in 

comparison to this QPS recommendation. In addition, the HF team was unable to effectively 

triumph over the folk models (Dekker & Hollnagel, 2004) that surrounded speech dictation 

alarms. As a result, a compromise was made to replace the old patient call sound with a new, 

hybrid sound that combined the conflicting recommendations from both of these studies. The 

2018 patient call high sound tested by the human factors team would be followed by digitized 

semantic speech dictations for each of the four patient call categories, as recommended by the 
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QPS study. This compromise meant that the human factors team broke its own scientific design 

rationale regarding speech dictation sounds since previously, digitized speech dictations were 

only reserved for the highest urgency alarm categories. While patient calls are one of the lowest 

urgency alarm categories, the team consciously made this tradeoff in order to avoid the risk of 

implementing a completely untested set of sounds into practice, especially since there is existing 

literature regarding the privacy and prioritization issues of semantic speech dictation alarm 

sounds (Edworthy & Hards, 1999; Lacheraz et. al 2016).  

Compromises such as this one are to be expected in future science-based implementation 

efforts. Solution designers should be prepared to make their own types of science-based 

compromises, as all science-based ideas will have to navigate the challenges that arise from 

preexisting stakeholder folk models (Dekker & Hollnagel, 2004) and conflicting sources of 

knowledge or idea support. When navigating these compromises, special attention should be paid 

to how the human factors team within this case was able to implement a science-based solution 

into practice despite unsuccessful stakeholder model alignment and conflicting study 

recommendations. Solution designers should try and mimic the success of the compromise seen 

in this case by properly assessing what scientific elements are appropriate to sacrifice when faced 

with the decision of compromise or obsolescence. It is better to compromise perfect science in 

lieu of implementation as long as the compromise does not eliminate the overall scientific 

integrity of the design, as exemplified by the hybrid alarm sound. While this hybrid alarm sound 

ultimately has scientifically compromised elements with the use of the digitized speech 

dictations, overall it is remains scientifically grounded since it also utilized the human factors 

tested patient call sound.  
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With the implementation of these hybrid sounds onto two pilot units within the hospital, 

it is absolute vital for the hospital to assess the performance and emergent interactions of these 

sounds in practice for successful Sustainment. Even though this hybrid sound was grounded in a 

tested alarm sound, it still has untested sound characteristics that need to be analyzed for 

potential unintended consequences. If the introduction of the hybrid sounds on to units is in fact 

causing unintended consequences in practice, then the hospital will be “slow and stale” in 

keeping pace with these changes (Woods, 2018) since the sounds have been utilized in day to 

day practice for over 7 months. This highlights the importance of continually assessing and 

feedbacking the emergent properties, adaptations, adoption level, unintended consequences, 

successes, and failures of the implementation in order to sustain the impact over time and reduce 

the strategic agility gap (Woods, 2018). In addition, without this reassessment there is a chance 

that the hybrid sounds may never get implemented at the desired scale within the hospital since 

these sounds are still being piloted with no form of follow-up.  

 

CASE 3: IMPLEMENTING A NEW CCM POLICY WITHIN A HOSPITAL  

 In the early 2000’s, The Joint Commission (TJC), which is responsible for the 

accreditation of all U.S. hospitals and is dedicated to “continuously improve the safety and 

quality of care provided to the public” began issuing its National Patient Safety Goals (NPSG) 

and their related requirements (The Joint Commission, 2007). Since then, healthcare providers 

must meet the requirements of these TJC issued National Patient Safety Goals as a part of their 

accreditation process (The Joint Commission, 2007). In 2003, the TJC issued one of its first 

NPSGs to improve the effectiveness of clinical alarm systems. This NPSG Goal 6 required 

hospitals to “implement regular preventive maintenance and testing of alarm systems”, as well as 
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“assure that alarms are activated with appropriate settings and are sufficiently audible with 

respect to distances and competing noise within the unit” (The Joint Commission, 2007). Due to 

high compliance rates (over 99%), this goal 6 and it’s two requirements were retired by the TJC 

in 2005 (The Joint Commission, 2007).  

Years later, concerns about alarm safety continued to emerge within healthcare. From 

January of 2005 until June of 2010, the Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) Manufacturer 

and User Facility Device Experience (MAUDE) database reported 566 alarm related patient 

deaths (The Joint Commission, 2013).  From January 2009 until June 2012, the Joint 

Commission Sentinel Event database contained 98 reports of alarm events, in which 5 events 

resulted in unexpected additional care or extended stay, 13 resulted in permanent loss of 

function, and 80 resulted in death (The Joint Commission, 2013). In 2010, one of the first clinical 

cases surrounding “alarm fatigue” made national headlines due to the preventable death of a 60 

year-old-man within a Boston hospital (Kowalczyk, 2010). Alarm fatigue is blanket term meant 

to describe any phenomena responsible for decreased practitioner attention and response to 

alarms, and has since become a well-known but arguably misleading term within the medical 

community (Rayo, 2015). In  2012, 2013, and 2015 the Emergency Care Research Institute 

(ECRI) ranked alarm hazards as the number one hazard in health technology (ECRI, 2011; 

ECRI, 2012; ECRI, 2014).  

These growing concerns regarding clinical alarms led to the 2011 Summit on Medical 

Devices which was convened by The Joint Commision, the ECRI, the FDA, the Medical 

Instrumentation (AAMI), the ECRI Institute, and the American College of Clinical Engineering 

(ACCE) (The Joint Commission, 2013). During this summit, these institutions discussed the 

acute and chronic actions that needed to take place in order to improve the safety of clinical 
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alarms (The Joint Commission, 2013). After this summit, a TJC survey was sent to hospitals 

regarding clinical alarm safety. 1,600 responses were received and results showed that 90% of 

respondents agreed there was a clinical alarm management safety issue (The Joint Commission, 

2013). Despite this, 70% of respondents believed alarms were effectively managed even though 

fewer than 50% had effective organizational alarm management processes in place (The Joint 

Commission, 2013).  

Based on these results and the known concerns regarding clinical alarm safety, the TJC 

released  NPSG 06.01.01 which would take effect in 2014. This NPSG was meant to improve the 

safety of clinical alarm systems, and was split into two phases. The first phase (from 2014 to 

2016) raised awareness of the safety concerns and risks associated with clinical alarms, while the 

second phase (beginning January 1, 2016)  introduced requirements to mitigating those risks  

(The Joint Commission, 2013). The specific details regarding this NPSG 06.01.01 can be seen in 

Table 6, which details the phase, deadlines, and requirements for this National Patient Safety 

Goal. 

Table 6: The Joint Commission National Patient Safety Goal 06.01.01: 
(The Joint Commission, 2013) 

Phase EP Deadline Requirements 

1-awareness Ep 1 July 1, 2014 Leaders establish alarm system safety as a hospital 
priority 

1-awareness Ep 2 January 1, 
2015 

Identify the most important alarm signals to manage 
based on the following:  
• Input from the medical staff and clinical departments
• Risk to patients if the alarm signal is not attended to or
if it malfunctions
• Whether specific alarm signals are needed or
unnecessarily contribute to alarm noise and alarm
fatigue
• Potential for patient harm based on internal incident
history
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• Published best practices and guidelines

2- risk
mitigation

Ep 3 January 1, 
2016 

 Establish policies and procedures for managing the 
alarms identified in EP 2 above that, at a minimum, 
address the following:  
• Clinically appropriate settings for alarm signals
• When alarm signals can be disabled
• When alarm parameters can be changed
• Who in the organization has the authority to set alarm
parameters
• Who in the organization has the authority to change
alarm parameters
• Who in the organization has the authority to set alarm
parameters to “off”
• Monitoring and responding to alarm signals
• Checking individual alarm signals for accurate
settings, proper operation, and detectability

2- risk
mitigation

Ep 4 January 1, 
2016 

Educate staff and licensed independent practitioners 
about the purpose and proper operation of alarm 
systems for which they are responsible. 

In 2013 as a direct result of this NPSG 06.01.01, a multidisciplinary tertiary care medical 

center created a new science-based continuous cardiac monitoring (CCM) policy for use 

throughout their entire hospital (Rayo et. al, 2015). Overall, the goal of this new policy was to 

limit the hospital’s use of CCM to only the patients who would likely benefit from it, thereby 

improving resource allocation and reducing the clinical alarm burden (Rayo et. al, 2015). 

Hospitals have been known to overuse continuous cardiac monitoring on low-risk cardiac 

patients (Rayo et. al, 2015) due to the unfounded belief by clinicians that increased monitoring 

improves patient outcomes and reduces clinician liability (Larson & Brady, 2008; Rayo et. al, 

2015). In reality, this overuse of CCM actually increases costs, liability, and overcrowding seen 

within hospitals (Larson & Brady, 2008; Rayo et. al, 2015) . Increased monitoring also results in 

increased false alarm rates and decreased alarm informativeness (Meyer & Bitan, 2002; Rayo & 

Moffat-Bruce, 2015; Rayo et. al, 2015), phenomena which have been attributed to the increased 
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likelihood of alarms becoming nuisances, the discounting of critical events, and increases in 

alarm response times by practitioners (Bliss & Dunn, 2000; Bliss, Gilson, & Deaton, 1995; 

Meyer & Bitan, 2002; 93 Rayo & Moffatt-Bruce, 2015, Sorkin 1989, Woods, 1995). The hope 

was that this new policy would free up hospital resources and reduce the risks associated with 

over monitoring patients, without diminishing the hospital’s overall performance and safety 

outcomes (Rayo et. al, 2015).  

 The hospital’s policy was based on the American Heart Association's (AHA) standards 

for electrocardiographic monitoring (American Heart Association, 2004), and essentially 

stratified patients into 4 risk categories: critical care, class 1, class 2, and class 3 (Rayo et. al, 

2015). Unlike before, clinicians now had to explicitly order CCM based on where their patients 

resided in these 4 categories. Patients who did not fall into one of these categories could no 

longer be continuously monitored (Rayo et. al, 2015). Orders for class 1 patients expired after 72 

hours, orders for class 2 patients expired after 48 hours, and orders for class 3 patients expired 

after 36 hours (Rayo et. al, 2015). The only patients whose orders never expired in this new 

policy were the critical care patients (Rayo et. al, 2015).  

 In order to create this policy, an iterative design process utilizing multi-disciplinary teams 

within the hospital was used. The Chief Quality and Patient Safety Officer and the Chief Nursing 

Officer for this medical center commissioned the creation of a multi-disciplinary alarms task 

force encompassing  physicians, nurses, information technology experts, human factors and 

systems engineers,  risk management analysts, and data analysts. This task force was split into 5 

subcommittees, as seen in Table 7. This table details each of the committee’s responsibilities, as 

well as the types of practitioners who encompassed each committee’s membership. 
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Table 7: Alarm Task Force Committees Responsibilities and Membership: 
 reprinted with permission (Rayo et. al., 2015) 

Committee Responsibilities Membership 

Executive 
Steering 

Responsible for approving all 
recommendations from other 
subcommittees, overseeing the 
development of the new cardiac 
monitoring policy and communicating to 
hospital leadership  

Chief quality and patient 
safety officer, chief and 
associate chief nursing 
officers, physician 
champions, and leaders from 
all the other subcommittees  

Physiological 
Monitoring 
Oversight 

Responsible for developing interventions 
involving new protocols, procedures, 
processes and technology configurations 
to increase responsiveness to clinical 
alarms  

Nurses, physicians, risk 
management, IT and human 
factors engineering 
professionals  

Platform Responsible for implementing approved 
interventions and acting as liaisons to 
hospital security, facilities, clinical 
engineering, business continuity and 
support, and outside vendors 

IT and clinical engineering 
professionals  

Training & 
Implementation 

Responsible for communicating the new 
protocols, processes and technology 
configurations throughout the 
organisation, and training employees on 
any resultant changes 

Nurses (including clinical 
nurse specialists), risk 
management and vendors  

Monitoring & 
Evaluation 

Responsible for determining measures, 
collecting data and distributing scorecards 
to evaluate the effectiveness of task force 
interventions. 

Nurses, physicians, quality 
and patient safety, IT and 
human factors engineering 
professionals 

Once created, this evidence-based policy was presented to the hospital’s board of 

executive directors, and was then approved for hospital-wide implementation (Rayo et. al, 2015). 

Prior to this implementation, task force members were utilized to effectively communicate the 

policy to the rest of the hospital's staff. The policy was advertised across the hospital during 

grand rounds and on demand video presentations, and was presented during departmental 
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meetings (Rayo et. al, 2015). The task force’s nursing leaders and physician champions also 

designed and led educational sessions regarding the policy for the rest of the hospital’s nurses 

and physicians (Rayo et. al, 2015). These sessions facilitated meaningful discussions and helped 

practitioners gain a clear understanding about the goals of the policy’s patient classes and order 

expirations (Rayo et. al, 2015). 

The policy was implemented centrally institution-wide on December 23, 2013. The 

required changes to the Electronic Health Record (EHR) due to the policy changes were 

implemented and distributed electronically through a one time, hospital-wide software update. 12 

weeks of data was collected pre and post implementation. Researchers analyzed changes in the 

hospital’s cardiac monitoring rates, monitored transport rate, ED boarding rate, length of stay, 

mortality indices, and the percentage of true, false, and unnecessary alarms. Figure 7 shows the 

results from the statistical analysis of these measures.  

Figure 7: Results from statistical analysis of 12 weeks of data pre and post new CCM policy 
implementation. Reprinted with permission (Rayo et. al , 2015) 
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As shown in Figure 7, there was a significant decrease (p<.001) in the hospital’s cardiac 

monitoring, monitored transports, ED boardings, and percentage of false alarms following the 

implementation of this policy. These facts, coupled with the insignificant changes seen in the 

length of stay and mortality rates, conclude that this policy effectively freed up hospital 

resources and reduced the risks associated with over monitoring patients, without diminishing 

the hospital’s overall performance and safety outcomes. These findings validate the AHA’s 

science-based guidelines which predict that limiting the use of CCM to exclude low-risk cardiac 

patients will not adversely affect patient outcomes, which is contrary to popular belief (American 

Heart Association, 2004; Larson & Brady, 2008; Rayo et. al, 2015). 

One year after the implementation of this policy, a number of smaller efforts aimed at 

improving policy adherence were directed at cardiac-related floors who had low compliance. 

Low compliance floors were floors that exhibited less than a 50% decrease in CCM utilization 

(Horwood et. al, in process). These compliance efforts lasted six months and focused on bringing 

awareness to the policy, the risks associated with the overuse of CCM, and the benefits of 

effective alarm management safety (Horwood et. al, in process).  

In June of 2017, data was once again collected to analyze changes in the hospital three 

years after this policy implementation. Twelve consecutive weeks of cardiac monitoring rates, 

ED boarding rates, length of stay, and mortality indices were collected from the hospital 17 

weeks prior to the implementation, and 186 weeks after the implementation (Horwood et. al, in 

process). The reduction in cardiac monitoring was sustained throughout the period. Additionally, 

patient length of stay and mortality, two common healthcare quality indicators, remained 

statistically unchanged (Horwood et. al, in process). This suggests that the hospital’s 

organizational-wide efforts for implementing the policy succeeded, whereas motivational efforts 
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for the policy change conducted after the initial implementation at the individual and unit level 

failed. 

Post-implementation interviews with practitioners from these low compliance cardiac 

floors revealed that the policy’s unintended increases in workload attributed to the floor’s low 

compliance rates and the hospital’s overall increased cardiac monitoring rates. Cardiac 

practitioners, who have the highest instances of CCM patients, had to now reorder CCM orders 

every time they expired. This additional burden incentivized these practitioners to initially place 

longer CCM orders for their deserving patients in order to reduce the workload associated with 

re-ordering (Horwood et. al, in process. In addition, these practitioners still held on to the belief 

that increased cardiac monitoring equated to increased patient safety (Horwood et. al, in 

process), despite the hospital’s awareness efforts that refuted these claims.  

ANALYSIS OF CASE 3 THROUGH IMPActS FRAMEWORK 

Table 8 details the successes and failures of the IMPActS Factors in relation to the 

hospital’s implementation of the new continuous cardiac monitoring policy. For the purposes of 

this analysis, the hospital’s implementation efforts were split into two instances: the initial 

implementation effort throughout the entire hospital and the subsequent motivational effort on 

the cardiac floors, as shown on Table 8. Even though the continuous cardiac monitoring policy 

was exactly the same on the cardiac floors as it was throughout the entire hospital, separating the 

policies implementation into two instances was done to highlight the tensions that exist between 

global implementations and local contextual needs (Hollnagel et. al , 2011).  
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Table 8: Successes and Failures of each of the IMPActS Factors as well as to the overall impact 
outcome in relation to the hospital wide implementation of the CCM policy as well as the cardiac specific 

implementations 
IMPActS 
Factors: 

 Ideas Model alignment Pragmatics Actors Sustainment Impact Outcome 

New CCM 
policy 
(entire 
hospital) 

✅ideas
sufficiently 
grounded in 
scientific AHA 
guidelines 
and best 
practice 
standards 

✅ideas
supported by 
mechanistic 
and evidential 
support 

✅successful
stakeholder 
consensus on the 
fitness of 
underlying CCM 
ideas within 
contexts of entire 
hospital 
✅perceived
benefits of CCM 
policy > perceived 
costs of 
implementing 

✅validity of
design idea 
proven in context 
✅ideas triumph
over upper level 
stakeholder folk 
models & 
cognitive 
dissonance 
surrounding CCM 
and patient safety 

✅CCM policy
was a pragmatic, 
implementable 
embodiment of 
AHA guidelines 
and best 
practices while 
being tailored to 
hospital’s global 
context 
✅Once policy
was created the 
required 
technology 
changes for 
implementation 
were centrally 
delivered through 
one time software 
update 

✅ New/ existing
resources, 
capabilities, 
communications 
and trainings 
appropriately 
assessed, 
utilized, added, 
repurposed, or 
borrowed 
through alarms 
task force 

✅inherent
friction across 
hospital  actors 
against the 
implementation 
reduced through 
learning 
sessions and 
hospital-wide 
advertising 
efforts 

✅continual
assessment of 
the emergent 
properties, 
adaptations, 
adoption level, 
unintended 
consequences, 
successes, 
failures and 
fitness of the 
implementation 
over time with 
the 12-week and 
3-year reviews
as well as the 
continuous 
compliance 
analysis 

✅New CCM policy
utilizing best scientific 
AHA guidelines and 
best practices 
implemented 
institution-wide in 
hospital 
✅Implemented
solution does not 
cause adverse 
performance or 
safety outcomes for 
entire hospital 
✅Preventable
unintended alarm 
consequences 
mitigated in real 
world practices 

CCM 
policy 
(cardiac 
floors) 

✅ideas
sufficiently 
grounded in 
scientific AHA 
guidelines 
and best 
practice 
standards 

❌unsuccessful
cardiac 
stakeholder 
consensus on the 
overuse of 
continuous cardiac 
monitoring 

❌ideas do not

✅CCM policy
was a pragmatic, 
implementable 
embodiment of 
AHA guidelines 
and best 
practices while 
being tailored to 

❌despite
awareness 
efforts, friction 
across cardiac 
actors against 
the 
implementation 
has not been 

❌no
modifications, 
improvements, 
or suspension of 
the  CCM policy 
implementation 
based on the 
unintended 

❌Gap between work
as imagined and 
practiced causes 
unintended workload 
increases for cardiac 
practitioners 

❌Design solution
hinders rather than 
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✅ideas
supported by 
mechanistic 
and evidential 
support 

triumph over 
cardiac 
stakeholder folk 
models 
surrounding CCM 
and patient safety 
/ liability 

hospital’s global 
context 
✅Once policy
was created the 
required 
technology 
changes for 
implementation 
were centrally 
delivered through 
one time software 
update 

reduced to a 
point that 
implementation 
can successfully 
overcome this 
resistance at the 
desired scale 

workload 
consequences 
seen for cardiac 
practitioners 

❌slow and stale
reactions to 
changes and 
adaptations 

helps its users due to 
increased workload 

❌Practitioner
workarounds to CCM 
policy attribute to low 
compliance and low 
adoption of policy on 
cardiac floors 

❌Policy has not
been updated to fit 
cardiac practitioner 
needs 

❌Unforeseen
increases in 
workload on 
cardiac floors 
made this policy 
not pragmatic for 
cardiac 
practitioners 

Overall, this case demonstrates the most successful and large scale implementation of a 

science-based solution into real world clinical practice. In addition, this case also highlights how 

a global implementation can be overall successful, yet still experience local, context-dependent 

failures. Highly implementable solutions often require an in-depth contextual understanding of 

the agents and environments they will be adopted in  (Atkins et. al, 2017; Damschroder et. al, 

2009; Glasgow & Emmons, 2007; Hollnagel et. al , 2011; Melnyk et. al, 2010;  Welch et. al, 

2016; Woods & Hollnagel, 2006; www.cfir.org; www.re-aim.org), which most scientifically-

rigorous designs fail to respect (Norman, 2002) as seen with the workload increases on the 

cardiac floors within this hospital. This means that even though a science-based solution may 
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explain a phenomenon better, it might become a disadvantage or hindrance, rendering it unusable 

in real world practices (Norman, 2002; Woods et. al, 1996; Woods & Hollnagel, 2017) as 

demonstrated by the low compliance rate of the CCM policy on cardiac floors.  

Overall, the continuous cardiac monitoring policy utilized scientifically sound Ideas. The 

goal of this new policy was to limit the hospital’s use of CCM to only the patients who would 

likely benefit from it (Rayo et. al, 2015), thereby improving resource allocation and reducing the 

known risks of the clinical alarm burden (Bliss & Dunn, 2000; Bliss, Gilson, & Deaton, 1995; 

Meyer & Bitan, 2002; 93 Rayo & Moffatt-Bruce, 2015, Sorkin 1989, Woods, 1995). The 

successful Pragmatics of the policy utilized the American Heart Association's (AHA) best 

practice standards for electrocardiographic (ECG) monitoring (American Heart Association, 

2004), and was designed in a way to reduce the hospital’s rate of continuous cardiac monitoring 

due the associated  increases in costs, liability, and overcrowding seen within hospitals that 

overuse CCM  (Larson & Brady, 2008; Rayo et. al, 2015). In addition, the pragmatics leveraged 

changes in the EHR screens to change ordering options centrally located across the entire 

organization through a one time software update.  

One of the greatest lessons from this case study is the hospital’s creation and utilization 

of the alarms task force. The creation and efforts of this task force represents how to 

appropriately assess, utilize, add, repurpose, or borrow new or existing resources, capabilities, 

communications, and trainings in order to reduce the friction amongst Actors. Rayo et. al (2015) 

attributes the success of the institution-wide implementation to “the strong, unwavering 

leadership support and widespread engagement of staff representing numerous roles within the 

organisation”, a conclusion corroborated by the implementation science literature (www.cfir.org; 

www.re-aim.org). In addition, this case provides additional evidence that the use of 
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multidisciplinary teams, project champions, change management techniques, user collaboration, 

effective communications, and leadership engagement increases the likelihood of 

implementation success (Argyris, 1993; Atkins et. al, 2017; Beer & Nohria, 2000; Damschroder 

et. al, 2009; Glasgow & Emmons, 2007; Ivancevich et. al, 2013; Melnyk et. al, 2010;  Welch et. 

al, 2016; Woods & Hollnagel, 2006; www.cfir.org; www.re-aim.org). However, it should be 

noted that while the use of these techniques allowed for the global policy implementation to 

succeed, it did not have this same level of success for the cardiac floors within the hospital. This 

means even though the policy was centrally implemented throughout the hospital via a one time 

software update, the unforeseen workload increases on the cardiac floors actually made the 

policy not Pragmatic for cardiac practitioners.   

The creation of this alarms task force was due to the successful Model Alignment around 

the perceived benefits of the policy in relation to the known risks of less scientifically rigorous 

policies. Around the time of the policy’s implementation, there had been growing pressure and 

attention within healthcare surrounding clinical alarm safety. Combined, the FDA and TJC 

reported 646 alarm related patient deaths (The Joint Commission, 2013) while the ECRI 

continually ranked alarm hazards as the number one hazard in health technology for many years 

(ECRI, 2011; ECRI, 2012; ECRI, 2014). Alarm fatigue, an arguably misleading term (Rayo, et. 

al, 2015), started gaining media attention due to its association with the preventable loss of life 

(Kowalczyk, 2010). In addition, the release of NPSG 06.01.01 made the improvement of clinical 

alarms safety a necessary priority for all healthcare organizations. This growing pressure around 

improving the clinical alarm problem coupled with the abundance of scientifically sound 

evidence available proving the burdens of the problem allowed upper level hospital stakeholders 

to successfully overcome the folk models (Dekker & Hollnagel, 2004) and cognitive dissonance 
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(McLeod, 2018) associated with continuous monitoring and patient safety (Larson & Brady, 

2008; Rayo et. al, 2015). 

This case also reveals a failure of Model Alignment between the Alarm Taskforce and 

the relevant stakeholders on the cardiac floors. Despite the hospital’s awareness efforts, post 

implementation surveys revealed the cardiac practitioners were not convinced, still believing that 

increased cardiac monitoring equated to increased patient safety (Horwood et. al, 2019). This 

discovery from the post-implementation follow-ups highlight the importance of Sustainment. 

The hospital’s continuous quantitative and qualitative reviews of the policy’s implementation 

effects shows the most successful and effective instance of design sustainment seen throughout 

the cases. The 12-week post-implementation analysis revealed that hospital performance 

improved with the implementation of the policy without negatively affecting the hospital safety. 

When the cardiac floors were revealed to have low compliance, further efforts were aimed at 

these floors to raise awareness and therefore compliance. Even though these efforts ultimately 

failed to overcome the cardiac practitioners folk models (Dekker & Hollnagel, 2004) 

surrounding CCM, resulting in the an improper model alignment where the need to avoid an 

increased workload outweighed the value of the CCM policy, this extra effort is still a positive 

sign that the hospital is attempting to take the necessary steps needed for successful sustainment 

and cardiac practitioner model alignment.  

In order to continue the successful sustainment of the CCM policy, the hospital needs to 

reassess the fitness of the policy within its units, especially with the release of the new AHA best 

practice ECG standards (Sandau, 2017). While the policy’s overall global implementation was a 

success, it failed to meet the local contextual needs of the hospital by unintentionally creating 

workload increases for its cardiac practitioners. These workload increases rendered the 
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pragmatics of the CCM policy infeasible for cardiac practitioners, and are due to the fact that 

cardiac floors have a higher CCM patient population than any other units within the hospital. 

Without proper modifications to the policy, or different coordination efforts to reduce the cardiac 

practitioner’s folk models regarding continuous cardiac monitoring, the hospital’s CCM policy 

will continue to have low adoption and low compliance on these respective cardiac floors.  

CONCLUSIONS 

Existing implementation science models have been known to get lost in translation when 

being applied to real world organizational settings, resulting in a haphazard, inappropriate, or 

unclear use of these models in practice today (Anderson, 2011; Bray & Boon, 2011; Cosby, 

2006; Damschroder et. al, 2015; Kesseler, 2012). To avoid these known risks, the IMPActS 

framework was grounded in real world cases in order to be more interpretable, directly 

applicable, and less opaque than existing implementation models available today. The successes, 

failures, and overall lessons learned from these cases should act as guidance for future science-

based implementation efforts, and should make the pathway toward successful organizational 

impact more salient. Solution designers and organizational stakeholders should assess where 

their own science-based implementations succeed and fail in comparison to the IMPActS 

framework, and should use this knowledge to navigate where to invest the appropriate resources 

and efforts next. In addition, solution designers can use IMPActS as a pre-mortem to their 

science-based implementation efforts to assess potential risks or failures within each of the 

IMPActS factors.  

Case 1 demonstrates one of the most extreme instances of  how an underlying industry 

problem can fester over time when not properly combated with science-based solutions. The IEC 
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60601-1-8 sounds that have been globally standardized have been scientifically proven to cause 

confusion and cause poor learnability performance (Edworthy et. al, 2014; Sanderson et. al 2006; 

Wee et. al, 2005; Williams, 2005), which is unsurprising since these sounds use scientifically 

unsound design rationales including having more sounds to memorize than cognitively possible 

(Block, 2008; Patterson, 1980; Sanderson, 2006). Meanwhile, Patterson’s 30-year-old, outdated, 

and unstandardized set of sounds, which utilized the best available hearing sciences, outperforms 

the current industry IEC 60601-1-8 standard sounds (Atyeo & Sanderson, 2015).  

The fact that Patterson’s scientific sounds were superseded by the non scientific IEC 

60601-1-8 standard sounds highlights the importance of Model alignment when trying to 

implement science-based solutions into practice, and the catastrophic results that can occur when 

this alignment fails. As shown by the reactions to Patterson’s prototype sounds in 1986, when 

science-based ideas are not properly aligned against the challenging pre-existing mental models 

of stakeholders, the results can cause negative emotional responses, distancing through 

differencing (Cook & Woods, 2017), and the active roadblocking of ideas into practice, as 

demonstrated by the clinicians unfounded concerns and folk models regarding the learnability 

and feasibility of Patterson’s sounds. In addition, when the perceived benefits of science-based 

solutions are not properly aligned so they appear to be of low enough costs, risks, energy, or 

uncertainty, the solutions may never gain the proper resources to be developed into Pragmatics, 

as demonstrated by the speculations that Patterson’s sounds would have been to costly to 

technically generate on manufactured devices back in the 1980’s..  

 Case 2 demonstrates how organizations often unknowingly spend more money and time 

providing incremental “band-aid” fixes to their problems, rather than investing up front  in 

effective scientific solutions that could eliminate the problem in its entirety.  Even if this was the 
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opposite intention, this tendency causes more or greater issues for an organization down the road 

by unintentionally letting the underlying problem degrade their system to a point of catastrophe. 

The hospital’s continued use of non-scientific design Ideas in real world clinical practices 

resulted in the continued emergence of unintended design consequences and negative 

practitioner responses. Any time the hospital implemented alarm sounds that were not grounded 

in the science or were untested, which was three out of the five times the hospital implemented 

sounds onto their SANS devices, the sounds were met with active nursing resistance and 

rebellions.  

In addition, this case provides an excellent example of how to create science-based 

compromises when faced with unsuccessful stakeholder Model alignment. In cases where 

models (and therefore perspectives) cannot be fully aligned, it is better to compromise perfect 

science in lieu of implementation as long as the compromise does not eliminate the overall 

scientific integrity of the design, as exemplified by the hybrid alarm sound which had 

compromised elements but overall remained scientifically sound. Solution designers should be 

prepared to make their own types of science-based compromises during their implementation 

efforts, and should try and mimic the success of the compromise seen in this case by properly 

assessing what scientific elements are appropriate to sacrifice without diminishing the entire 

scientific integrity of the design.  

Case 3 demonstrates the most successful and large scale implementation of a science-

based solution into clinical practice, and provides the best example of how to effectively reduce 

the friction across Actors within the implementation environment. The creation and efforts of the 

alarms task force represent how to appropriately assess, utilize, add, repurpose, or borrow new or 

existing resources, capabilities, communications, and trainings in order to have successful 
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implementations at the desired scale. This case corroborated the findings that the use of 

multidisciplinary teams, project champions, change management techniques, user collaboration, 

effective communications, and leadership support increases the likelihood of implementation 

success (Argyris, 1993; Atkins et. al, 2017; Beer & Nohria, 2000; Damschroder et. al, 2009; 

Glasgow & Emmons, 2007; Ivancevich et. al, 2013; Melnyk et. al, 2010; Welch et. al, 2016; 

Woods & Hollnagel, 2006; www.cfir.org; www.re-aim.org). However, this case also 

demonstrates how these techniques can fail when not properly catered towards their contextual 

environments.  

As demonstrated by the unintended workload increases seen on cardiac floors, Case 3 

also highlights the importance of Sustainment. It is known that design solutions often require an 

in-depth contextual understanding of the agents and environments they will be adopted in 

(Atkins et. al, 2017; Damschroder et. al, 2009; Glasgow & Emmons, 2007; Hollnagel et. al , 

2011; Melnyk et. al, 2010; Welch et. al, 2016; Woods & Hollnagel, 2006; www.cfir.org; 

www.re-aim.org). However, it is normal due to the dynamic nature of real world settings that the 

contextual environment of the implementations will change over time (Woods & Hollnagel, 

2017), and hidden interdependencies not addressed during the design process will begin to 

emerge (Woods, 2018), as seen in the workload increases on the cardiac floors. Once an idea has 

been successfully translated and implemented into real world practices, it is absolutely vital to 

continuously assess the scientific integrity and fitness of the implementation within its contextual 

environment in order to close these gaps between work as imagined and practiced  (Horwood et. 

al, 2018; Morrison & Woods, 2016; Norman, 2002; Woods et. al, 1996) as well as mitigate any 

resulting unintended design consequences. The hospital’s continual review of the policy’s 
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implementation effects utilizing both quantitative and qualitative methods shows the most 

successful and effective instance of design sustainment seen throughout the cases.   

It should be noted that an inherent limitation of this framework resides in the fact that all 

three clinical cases take place in one organizational setting, and revolve around one underlying 

design problem. Since the existence of the alarm problem has been studied and researched for 

over 30 years, there is an abundance of existing literature surrounding potential science-based 

solutions (American Heart Association, 2004; Bliss & Dunn, 2000; Bliss, Gilson, & Deaton, 

1995; Cvach, 2012; Edworthy et. al, 1991; Edworthy et. al, 2014; Edworthy et. al, 2018; 

Edworthy & Hards, 1999; Edworthy & Hellier, 2996; Meyer & Bitan, 2002; Rayo & Moffatt-

Bruce, 2015, Sanderson, Wee, & Lacherez, 2006; Patterson 1986; Patterson 1989; Sorkin 1989; 

Wee & Sanderson, 2006; Williams & Beatty, 2005; Woods, 1995). Other industry design 

problems will not have this level or extent of knowledge and research available, which will 

inevitably make the act of creating science-based solutions to these problems more challenging. 

While limited to healthcare and the alarm problem, the lessons learned from these cases can still 

be applied across disciplines. Patterns in the successes and failures of the necessary IMPActS 

factors can act as guidance for future science-based implementation efforts, and solution 

designers should not be discouraged from using IMPActS in their own contextual settings as the 

necessary IMPActS factors remain the same across industries.  
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION & THE FUTURE OF IMPActS 

Overall, the IMPActS Framework fills a necessary void in the literature by providing a 

more salient, navigable, and tangible frame of reference for designers trying to implement 

science-based solutions into practice. IMPActS offers a new lens on how to approach science-

based implementations by detailing the necessary requirements for successful impact, and how 

those requirements interact with one another. Solution designers and organizational stakeholders 

should assess where their own science-based implementations succeed and fail in comparison to 

the necessary IMPActS factors, and should use that assessment to navigate where to invest the 

appropriate resources and efforts next in order to create successful organizational impact.  

While the analysis of the three clinical cases was limited to the field of healthcare, the 

lessons learned these analyses can be applied globally. Solution designers should be prepared to 

make their own types of science-based compromises, as all science-based ideas will have to 

navigate the challenges that arise from preexisting stakeholder folk models (Dekker & Hollnagel, 

2004) and conflicting sources of knowledge or idea support. When navigating these 

compromises designers should be aware of what trade offs they are making, the risks associated 

with these tradeoffs, and what elements they are willing to compromise as long as the overlaying 

scientific integrity of the design remains in tact. In order to smooth the inherent frictions that 

arises from new implementations, organizations will have to appropriately assess, utilize, add, 

repurpose, or borrow new or existing resources, capabilities, communications, and trainings. 

Once this friction is reduced and the design is implemented, it is absolutely vital to continuously 

assess the scientific integrity and fitness of the implementation within its contextual environment 

in order to close these gaps between work as imagined and practiced  (Horwood, 2018; Morrison 
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& Woods, 2016; Norman, 2002; Woods et. al, 1996) as well as mitigate any resulting unintended 

design consequences that emerged from hidden interdependencies (Woods, 2018; Woods & 

Hollnagel, 2017).  

These clinical cases also demonstrate how the tendency for organizations to utilize non 

science-based implementations at a problem results in ineffective solutions that never solve the 

underlying organizational issues. While the use of anecdotal or opinion-based solutions can seem 

like the simplest and most cost effective solution, in reality these solutions can incrementally add 

up to cause greater complexities and costs down the line. In addition, implementations not 

grounded in the science can cause negative emotional responses, active resistance or rebellion 

against the implementation, and cause adverse unintended consequences. In order to be more 

successful in the future, solution designers need to make these risks associated with 

implementing non science-based solutions salient to organizational stakeholders, and should 

explain how science-based solutions that may initially seem costly can actually save more money 

for the organization in the long run.  

Since the patterns and lessons learned from these cases are not limited to clinical settings, 

solution designers should not be discouraged from using IMPActS within their own contexts, as 

the necessary IMPActS factors remain the same across industries. IMPActS can be used to assess 

what went well and what went wrong in past science-based implementation efforts, as 

demonstrated in the analysis of the three cases, or it can be used as a starting point for current or 

future implementation efforts which are struggling to make successful organizational impact. As 

IMPActS is utilized more in diverse real-world settings, it is important for the results and 

insights from these applications to be disseminated in order for stakeholders to gain a better 

collective understanding on how organizational impact can succeed and fail. Without the future 
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utilization of the IMPActS Framework and the dissemination of these results, the likelihood of 

more organizations implementing science-based solutions into practice remains virtually 

nonexistent.   
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